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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

As Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau pulled out all the stops to quash the trucker protest

against vaccine mandates, without ever having actually listened to their complaints, a truth

emerged, clear as day. Democracy has been an illusion. That's the conclusion drawn by Canadian

journalist Matthew Ehret in a February 18, 2022, Strategic Culture article.

"Who would have thought that Canada would ever be a spark plug for a freedom movement

against tyranny?" Ehret asks.

"Countless thousands of patriots have driven across the country to bunker down in Ottawa

in peace and high festive spirits which I had to see with my own eyes to believe demanding

something so simple and un-tainted by ideology: freedom to work, provide for families and

a respect for basic rights as laid out in the Charter of Rights and Freedoms ...

Mainstream media and political hacks have been working overtime to paint the Freedom

convoy that converged on Ottawa on January 29 as an 'insurrectionist movement' full of

'white supremacists,' 'Russian stooges,' and 'Nazis' out to 'overthrow the government.'

Even the Bank of England's former governor (and World Economic Forum Trustee) Mark

Carney chimed in on February 7 stating that 'this is sedition' and that 'those who are still

helping to extend this occupation must be identiRed and punished to the full force of the

law' ...

Faced with an organic civil rights movement of blue-collar truckers, farmers and tens of

thousands of supporters who have convened on Canada's capital to demand a restoration

of their basic freedoms, the current Liberal government has failed to show even an ounce

of humanity or capacity to negotiate.

This shouldn't be a surprise for those who have seen the hypocrisy of neo-liberal 'rules-

based' order ideologues in action over the past few years who are quick to celebrate the

'liberty' of citizens of Ukraine, Hong Kong, or Xinjiang when the outcome beneRts the

geopolitical aims of detached technocrats hungry for global hegemony.

The moment genuine self-organized labor movements arise demanding basic rights be

recognized, then the masks come off and the rage of tyrants show their true faces."

Tyrants Are Showing Their True Colors

As reported by Ehret, the Deep State of Canada is now using the Emergency Measures Act to do

precisely what Carney called for, namely identify and punish anyone who dares stand up for

freedom.

The Act grants extraordinary powers to the banking industry to search people's social media

accounts and private bank records, and to seize the bank accounts of anyone suspected of

supporting the Freedom Convoy, either in spirit or through online donations, including

cryptocurrencies.

Victims will have no recourse, as the banks have been given full legal protection from lawsuits by

those whose lives they destroy. Business owners in Canada who support freedom can also have

their insurance policies canceled, and truckers can lose their drivers' licenses, either temporarily or

permanently. 

Still, the protesters did not give up. If anything, the threats appeared to have had the opposite

effect. According to Ehret, the protestors were "renewing their commitments to remain in place,"

which they did until Trudeau sent in police  to arrest protestors and tow their trucks.

While Trudeau remained dictatorial until the truckers had been cleared from the Parliament area,

the political establishment, on the other hand, showed signs of cracking. Two Liberal Party

members, MP Joel Lightbound and MP Yves Robillard broke with party ranks, calling for an end to

the unpopular and unnecessary COVID measures.  Then, Wnally, in a surprise turnabout, Trudeau

buckled February 23, 2022, and said he would revoke the Emergencies Act he'd invoked earlier.

On a global scale, the silence of leaders of democracies and republics around the world is as

informative as Trudeau's power grab. By now, we would have expected leaders of the U.S., the U.K.,

France and any number of others, to have stepped up to the microphone to denounce the Canadian

government's actions.

But they haven't, and that tells you everything you need to know about where they stand on the

issues of democracy and freedom. Worse, some have vocalized support for Trudeau's dictatorial

actions.

In a February 10, 2022, tweet, Juliette Kayyem, former assistant secretary of Homeland Security

under U.S. President Obama and a frequent CNN commentator, suggested the Canadian regime

ought to slash the truckers' tires, empty their gas tanks, arrest the drivers, move the trucks, cancel

their insurance, suspend their drivers' licenses and prohibit their recertiWcation in the future. In her

own words, "I will not run out of ways to make this hurt."

The Illusion of Liberal Democracy Has Collapsed

As noted by Ehret, while we don't yet know how it will end, one thing we can be sure of is that "the

illusion of liberal democracy ... has collapsed."  That doesn't mean the globalist cabal will pack up

their briefcases and retire. No, they're going to Wght to stay in power until the bitter end.

But the hill they're standing on is getting steeper and slipperier by the day. Everyone can see that

they're saying one thing and doing the complete opposite. You can't lay claim to being a defender of

democracy, freedom and equal rights for all while simultaneously declaring peaceful citizens the

enemy of the state. It's just not credible. As noted by historically left-leaning journalist Glenn

Greenwald:

"When it comes to distant and adversarial countries, we are taught to recognize tyranny

through the use of telltale tactics of repression. Dissent from orthodoxies is censored.

Protests against the state are outlawed. Dissenters are harshly punished with no due

process. Long prison terms are doled out for political transgressions rather than crimes of

violence. Journalists are treated as criminals and spies. Opposition to the policies of

political leaders are recast as crimes against the state.

When a government that is adverse to the West engages in such conduct, it is not just easy

but obligatory to malign it as despotic. Thus can one Rnd, on a virtually daily basis, articles

in the Western press citing the government's use of those tactics in Russia, China, Iran,

Venezuela and whatever other countries the West has an interest in disparaging ...

That the use of these repressive tactics render these countries and their populations

subject to autocratic regimes is considered undebatable. But when these weapons are

wielded by Western governments, the precise opposite framework is imposed: describing

them as despotic is no longer obligatory but virtually prohibited.

That tyranny exists only in Western adversaries but never in the West itself is treated as a

permanent axiom of international affairs, as if Western democracies are divinely shielded

from the temptations of genuine repression.

Indeed, to suggest that a Western democracy has descended to the same level of

authoritarian repression as the West's o]cial enemies is to assert a proposition deemed

intrinsically absurd or even vaguely treasonous.

The implicit guarantor of this comforting framework is democracy. Western countries,

according to this mythology, can never be as repressive as their enemies because Western

governments are at least elected democratically. This assurance, superRcially appealing

though it may be, completely collapses with the slightest critical scrutiny."

The Dangers of Majority Despotism

As explained by Greenwald, the premise of the U.S. Constitution and the Bill of Rights is that

"majoritarian despotism is dangerous in the extreme." "Despotism" means government in which a

single entity rules with absolute power. Usually, this entity is an individual, but despotism can also

arise out of majority rule.

It's interesting to note that while the Founding Fathers probably had no term for what we now know

as the psychology of "mass formation," they were clearly aware of the dangers posed by an

irrational majority.

As noted by Greenwald, "the Bill of Rights consists of little more than limitations imposed on the

tyrannical measures majorities might seek to democratically enact."

For example, even if a majority of people agree that certain ideas and views should be criminalized,

the Bill of Rights prohibits it. The Bill of Rights also prohibits the abolishment of religious freedom,

even if a majority were to support it. Likewise, "life and liberty cannot be deprived without due

process even if 9 out of 10 citizens favor doing so."

The Founding Fathers were clever enough to realize that majority rule can easily become just as

destructively despotic as any dictatorship. Hence, they ensured that individual freedoms were

enshrined in such a way that even if you're the last person in the country who wants to practice

religion, you have the right to do so. The majority cannot take that away from you.

Waking Up to Reality as It Is

Greenwald goes on to explain how the signs of tyranny in the West have been evident for well over a

decade. We just weren't paying attention. Only now, as we stare tyranny in the face Wrst-hand, are

we starting to really see it for what it is:

"The decade-long repression of Julian Assange and WikiLeaks, standing alone,

demonstrates how grave neoliberal attacks on dissent have become. Many are aware of

key parts of this repression ... but have forgotten or, due to media malfeasance, never knew

several of the most extreme aspects.

While the Obama DOJ under Attorney General Eric Holder failed to Rnd evidence of

criminality after convening a years-long Grand Jury investigation, the then-Chairman of the

Senate Homeland Security Committee, Sen. Joseph Lieberman (I-CT), succeeded in

pressuring Rnancial services companies such as MasterCard, Visa, PayPal and Bank of

America to terminate WikiLeaks' accounts and thus banish them from the Rnancial system,

choking off their ability to receive funds from supporters or pay their bills.

Lieberman and his neocon allies also pressured Amazon to remove WikiLeaks from its

hosting services, causing the whistleblower group to be temporarily oaine.

All of that succeeded in crippling WikiLeaks' ability to operate despite being charged with

no crime: indeed, as the DOJ admitted, it could not prove that the group committed any

crimes, yet this extra-legal punishment was nonetheless meted out.

Those tactics pioneered against WikiLeaks — excluding dissenters from the Rnancial

system and coercing tech companies to deny them internet access without a whiff of due

process — have now become standard weapons. Trudeau's government seizes and freezes

bank accounts with no judicial process.

The 'charity' fundraising site GoFundMe Rrst blocked the millions of dollars raised for the

truckers and announced it would redirect those funds to other charities, then refunded the

donations when people pointed out, rightly, that their original plan amounted to a form of

stealing. When an alternative fundraising site, GiveSendGo, raised millions more for the

truckers, Canadian courts blocked its distribution."

Greenwald also highlights how American politicians have pressured Big Tech monopolies and the

Wnancial system to act as a joint censorship arm of government. Blocking people and companies

from being able to use servers and Wnancial transaction services have been key strategies to

silence critical voices.

Why Assange Was Targeted

According to Greenwald, Assange's capture was precipitated by his denouncement of the Spanish

government's violence against citizens of Catalonia in 2017 and 2019. Catalonia wanted autonomy

from the Madrid-based Spanish government, and the government responded with shocking force.

"Spain treated the activists not as domestic protesters exercising their civic rights but as terrorists,

seditionists and insurrectionists," Greenwald writes. "Violence was used to sweep up Catalans in

mass arrests, and their leaders were charged with terrorism and sedition and given lengthy prison

sentences."

Assange did not actually express support for Catalonian independence. He objected to the Spanish

government's violent assault on civil liberties. This was why Ecuador rescinded Assange's asylum

and handed him over to British authorities in April 2020. Since then, Assange has been held in a

high-security prison in Belmarsh, even though he's never been convicted of a crime.

"All of this recects, and stems from, a clear and growing Western intolerance for dissent,"

Greenwald writes.  "This last decade of history is crucial to understand the dissent-

eliminating framework that has been constructed and implemented in the West. This

framework has culminated, thus far, with the stunning multi-pronged attacks on Canadian

truckers by the Trudeau government.

But it has been a long time in the making, and it is inevitable that it will Rnd still-more

extreme expressions. It is, after all, based in the central recognition that there is mass,

widespread anger and even hatred toward the neoliberal ruling class throughout the West."

Surveillance Apparatus Was Created to Crush Dissent

In response to the growing anger against the ruling class, the technocratic cabal has "opted for

force, a system that crushes all forms of dissent as soon as they emerge in anything resembling an

effective, meaningful or potent form," Greenwald notes.

“ ... Western neoliberals ... have become exactly
what they shrilly insist they are battling. ~ Glenn
Greenwald”

A key part of that dissent-crushing system is the surveillance apparatus that has been erected all

around us.  While sold as a tool to hunt down dangerous criminals, we've come to realize that rarely

is the system ever used to go after true criminals. Instead, it's used to identify people who disagree

with a given narrative. Its primary purpose is to stibe dissent among citizens.

As noted by the ACLU,  while most Americans think the Patriot Act's surveillance powers are there

to facilitate the identiWcation and roundup of terrorists, it "actually turns regular citizens into

suspects." Dissent is also stibed by applying criminal terms to those who disagree with the

narrative. Case in point: "Anti-vaxxers" and anyone who disagrees with pandemic measures are now

labeled domestic terrorists or domestic extremists. As noted by Greenwald:

"Applying terms of criminality renders justiRable any subsequent acts of repression: we are

trained to accept that core liberties are forfeited upon the commission of crimes. What is

most notable, though, is that this alleged criminality is not adjudicated through judicial

proceedings — with all the accompanying protections of judges, juries, rules of evidence

and requirements of due process — but simply by decree ...

Few things are more dangerous than a political leader who convinces themselves that they

are so benevolent and well-intentioned that anything they do is inherently justiRed in light

of their noble character and their enlightened ends ...

Within the logical world where one is convinced that they really are Rghting a white

nationalist, fascistic, insurrectionary global movement to overthrow liberal democracy, then

all the weapons we were long taught to view as despotic suddenly become ennobled ...

And it is through this self-glorifying tale which Western neoliberals are telling themselves

that they have become exactly what they shrilly insist they are battling."

We Must Repeal the Patriot Act and Pandemic Powers

In September 2021, the White House announced a $65 billion biopreparedness initiative as part of

the Biden administration's Build Back Better plan.  As I've explained in many previous articles, Build

Back Better is part and parcel of The Great Reset, which in turn is a technocrat-led attempt to

implement global authoritarianism. As reported by Biospace:

"The Rrst goal is to transform medical defense, including an improvement and expansion of

vaccines, therapeutics, and diagnostics against known threats, and lay the groundwork for

unknown pathogens ... Secondly, the plan calls for ensuring 'situational awareness'

regarding infectious disease threats. This includes early warning and real-time monitoring

of these viral threats."

In a nutshell, what this biopreparedness initiative entails is more invasive biosurveillance —

meaning, the monitoring of your internal biology. Right now, claims that government wants to

monitor people down to their body chemistry will earn you the title of paranoid conspiracy theorist,

yet the writing is on the wall. That's where we're headed, even if we're not there yet.

I believe the U.S. must repeal both the Patriot Act and the biopreparedness initiative, or else all

privacy and freedom will be destroyed. 

By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored Library

has Wnally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again able to

share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years. Click below to access

my Censored Library now.

As a reminder, my daily newsletter is still free and content will be released on Mercola.com before

anywhere else. After 48 hours, the articles will be transferred to my Censored Library on Substack.
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Ukraine is extremely closely linked to Russia. The 15 thousand deaths by the Kiev regime since the violent armed bloody coup in 2014,

instigated by the EU UK and of course the US is not just extremely hostile to Russia but to the Ukrainians who speak Russian as their Wrst

language and often their only language. The *** hated slavs and called them untermensch. WE used the SS Nazi lovers of Ukraine to

reach our goal of regime change. They love a nazi collaborator and they wear the Wofsangel emblem proudly, they are absolute thugs and

psychos. Zelenski is calling for NUKES in Ukraine and to be part of NATO. Kennedy protested about Russia putting nukes all of the way

from America in Cuba.

The Russians backed down. NATO have nuclear capable missiles in the former soviet block. Recently Russia has told the US they want

them to take their nukes back to America. Has NATO decided to put Nukes all around Russia? Upping the ante constantly with Russia and

not backing down is going to result in WWIII. WE CANNOT bully Russia and be safe. We HAVE to appease Russia, listen to them, STOP

isolating them, treat them like human beings and behave towards them like human beings, not like demonic possessed Wlth, wallowing in

deceptions and spite. The prince of this world satan, the Master of deception, he WANTS to destroy life on earth and human life.

His minions who own Black rock and Verizon are more than happy to comply with what satan wants. Do they even realize what they are

doing? It is reprehensible to blame Russia for stopping and preventing the genocide of their people who live in Ukraine and who are

Ukrainians. It is reprehensible to blame them for wanting the friendly to Russia politicians released from jail and for them to stand in

elections. Russia wants friendly relations with the former soviet bloc, they want friendly or neutral relations with the nations on earth and

they want peace and harmony.
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What is happening in Ukraine marks the course of the struggle for military and economic hegemony between the US, China and the

USSR. For several decades, the US facilitated China's economic rise, while the latter tacitly accepted US military dominance in the

Asia-PaciWc region. That period ended, and today Chinese geopolitical ambitions and American nationalist revisionism face each

other. On the other hand, the background in the conbict between Russia and the United States is the inter-imperialist competition

that disputes areas of inbuence, but we must distinguish that cause from the motive.

This is the US claim to place a close military threat to Russia, NATO in Ukraine. Warmer relations between Germany and Russia

signal the end of the "unipolar" world order that the United States has overseen for the past 75 years. A German-Russian alliance

threatens to accelerate the decline of the superpower that is currently inching closer to the abyss. That is why Washington is

determined to do everything possible to sabotage Nord Stream and keep Germany within its orbit. It is a matter of survival.

Washington needs to create the perception that Russia poses a threat to Europe's security.

That is the goal. They need to show that Putin is a bloodthirsty aggressor with a trigger-happy temper who cannot be trusted. The

media does not report any of this, instead the focus is on "evil Putin" who has amassed an estimated 100,000 troops along the

Ukrainian border and threatens to plunge the whole of Europe into another bloody war. In a world where Germany and Russia are

friends and trading partners, there is no need for US military bases, expensive US-made weapons and missile systems, or NATO.
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Several times the Vice President of the United States, Joe Biden, whose son is a member of the Board of Directors of the most

important Ukrainian gas exploitation company, went to Ukraine as one goes to his house. This fraternity reveals itself equally

strong with the new president.  How not to recognize that complicity that does not allow itself to be bothered by democratic rights,

nor by international laws. Ukraine has three things that attract the United States: the Wrst is to get to the Russian border with a

military base of force; the second is that Ukraine has something like 42 tons of gold left that they took to the United States; the

third is that in Ukraine Burisma Holding is the most important natural gas exploitation company and that it is important to take

control of it.

In this regard, the son of Vice President Joe Biden has been appointed a member of the board of directors of this Holding. What is

happening now between the United States and Russia is something extremely dangerous. The policy of expansion and domination

of the former, to whom the NATO countries serve as laborers, leads directly to this conbict described by many as the great war

prophesied in the Apocalypse. A war that can worsen for humanity-

www.globalresearch.ca/crisis-ukraine-not-about-ukraine-about-germany/5..

 www.globalresearch.ca/when-the-cult-occupies-all-the-space-the-essenti..
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THOUGHTS ON THE ENDGAME IN UKRAINE www.globalresearch.ca/.../5772305  (03/02/2022) WHY IS PUTIN IN UKRAINE?

www.globalresearch.ca/why-putin-ukraine/5772430?utm_campaign=magnet&am..  (03/01/2022) UKRAINE AND THE ORWELLIAN

“MINISTRY OF TRUTH”: THE ATTACK WAS LAUNCHED BY NATO EIGHT YEARS AGO.

www.globalresearch.ca/ukraine-attack-launched-nato-eight-years-ago/577..  (03/01/2022)
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Even the Constitution was written by the elite, for the elite. Oh there were a few crumbs thrown in to satisfy the armed militia

farmers, but that was the extent of the so called documents written "for the people, of the people and by the people". Those who

wrote these "democracy" documents knew it would take many people to enforce them and that people on the whole, are very

apathetic and the elite would be able to operate and control at will.
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Ukraine war is another “Wag the Dog” illusion. Virus hoax(es) [all of them] is/are an ongoing Big Pharma/Globalist illusion. WAKE

UP or DIE – Vaccine = bio weapon to control all humanity www.bitchute.com/.../UzZodrFGYHNt   Virology is way past its 'cell' by

date: www.bitchute.com/.../FX6HOKNzgq5x  Psyop after Psyop after Psyop after Psyop after Psyop ! So Many Fall For The Fakery

[Media = Agenda = lies] www.bitchute.com/.../p0UsoxSqto6A  Fake war – UKRAINE Replacing Covid As The Greatest *** Show On

Earth – Too Funny ! www.bitchute.com/.../AxNSNzo2narA  Terrain: The Film (Parts One and Two)

www.bitchute.com/.../dGWwQQASood9  Both death in 60 sec and same reaction following the nanochip (vaccine) signal activation

www.bitchute.com/.../3VraXEAhI3Yf  Electroverse: The Film (Thirteen Parts)

ice-age-ahead-iaa.ca/ice_age_1/Exraordinary_Evidence_in_Plasma_Astroph..   [space]   https://electroverse.net/
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It doesn't seem so peaceful to be rolling into Kyev with a 40 mile log military convoy. Putin is a murderous *** with no regard for

human life. I pray his badness will come back on his on head by means of being opposed by our Grand Creator. But I think you are

right that he is dangerous.and to push him and test his resolve to use nuclear weapons could very well result in a great tragedy in

the loss of human life.
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The Pandemic Has Proven Democracy Is an Illusion
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

As Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau pulled out all the stops to quash the trucker protest against vaccine mandates, it became clear

that democracy has been an illusion

)

For many years, the technocratic elite, with their global authoritarianism goals, have inWltrated governments around the world and pushed

for surveillance and national security tools intended to suppress dissent

)

A key part of that dissent-crushing system is the surveillance apparatus that has been erected. While sold as a tool to hunt down dangerous

criminals, its primary purpose is to stibe dissent among peaceful, law-abiding citizens. Financial warfare — banning people from using

Wnancial services — is another

)

Dissent is also stibed by applying criminal terms to those who disagree with the narrative. Case in point: "Anti-vaxxers" and anyone who

disagrees with pandemic measures are now labeled domestic terrorists or domestic extremists. Using terms of criminality allows those in

power to justify the use of unconstitutional repression and punishment

)

The U.S. must repeal both the Patriot Act and the new biopreparedness initiative, or else all privacy and freedom will be destroyed)
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Have we been hacked by the Russian's? Why is this post #1? I have nothing against Russian citizens. Most of them want to live

their lives normally without fear of WAR! Ursulariches, look in the mirror! It never fails, when there is a crisis involving war Russia is

always the topic. At some point you have to accept responsibility and admit that Russia's battles were all self inbicted. My advice

to all RUSSIANS who are sick and tired of this tyranny bs and this constant fear of dying any day, go get a plane ticket to Juarez,

Mexico and then just walk across the border to the USA. Joe Biden will personally guarantee you sanctuary.
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Humanity needs leaders, we need the support of people who see reality, we need to communicate among all those who love freedom.

Many scientists and intellectuals like Dr. Mercola are exposing the truth, a truth that must be promoted, so that it is a seed of salvation for

humanity. In the hope that when tyranny and subjugation completes his work, perhaps the people will use all the weapons of their

conscience to Wght for freedom. As Dr. Mercola stated, the Wuhan coronavirus "pandemic" is simply the latest example of this corrupt

system, which "uses money for private proWt", Leo N. Tolstoy, more than 100 years ago, described the ruling politicians as "the most cruel

people" who often govern, you will remember Justin Trudeau, Putin, Biden and all the tyrants who are threatening the world.

The people to overcome "the society of resignation, such a state of passivity, they keep us in such a state of passivity and atony, that we

are not capable of reacting, despite the fact that we see every day how they deceive us, how they lie to us. An epidemic of greed for

power and brutality in politics and instigated by proWt-seeking corporations leads to fascism and catastrophes like war and terror. The

two world wars and countless other struggles for the hegemony of power of the great powers and the so-called "corona pandemic" have

given us a complete visual lesson on the historical meaning of power and violence.

As long as citizens remain silent, accept and endure tyranny, pay taxes and submit to a silent dictatorship. It is necessary for the citizen

to get rid of the silent dictatorship, renounce his acceptance and obedience and use the courage to use his own understanding and trust

his common sense in the leaders of true science, in seeking the truth of events and demanding their freedom rights.
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This is the alternative: TRIUMPH OF THE BEAST VS. TRIUMPH OF THE PEOPLE. The Triumph of the Beast is, or would be – if we,

The People, let it happen – a full Reset of our mostly western, over-indebted, over-extended, run out-of-control Wnancial system. It

concerns mostly the dollar- and euro-based economies. The Wnancial reset and a new Global World Order would imply three major

objectives. To gain back our autonomy and sovereign lives, We, the People, must take consciousness, must wake up from our

comfort slumber, see through the COVID pandemic scam – and take matters into our own hands and minds.

That means – without delay: - Radical deglobalization - Back to sovereign nations - Radical de-digitization of banking, Wnances and

monetary systems - Back to economy-based and supported sovereign currencies - Respecting cultural differences - International

trading and cooperation according to comparative advantages – an economic principle that gradually died with the onslaught of

global, neoliberal capitalism of the 1980s – to achieve to the maximum possible “win-win” situations. This article is worthy of

attention www.globalresearch.ca/.../5771853  (02/24/2022)
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Hi GUI, good link you gave.   ~~ Juliette Kayyem is not just a aggressive reporter working for the Fake News CNN.  She is a

member of the Council on Foreign Relations. She was Homeland Security Assistant Secretary for Intergovernmental Affairs. She

was responsible for coordinated and consistent planning between the Department and all of its state, local, tribal, and territorial

partners on issues as varied as immigration, intelligence sharing, military affairs, border security, and the response to operational

events such as H1N1 inbuenza outbreak (see under more explained about this virus). In 2015 Kayyem was appointed to the

Homeland Security Advisory Committee.

Kayyem serves as a senior advisor to NSO Group, an Israeli technology Wrm known for its Pegasus spying tool. The company

provides spying software that has been used in targeted attacks against human rights activists and journalists in various

countries, and played a role in the murder of Saudi dissident Jamal Khashoggi. In 2019, Kayyem was hired as an opinion

contributor by the Washington Post, where Khashoggi worked as a columnist. In February 2007, Homeland Security chief Michael

Chertoff and Israeli Minister of Public Security Avi Dichter signed a joint Memorandum of Mutual Understanding, setting out terms

for security cooperation between Israel and the US.

In 2005, as promoted by the US Homeland Security, the Senate passed The Real ID Act which requires all new driver’s licenses to

be transferred to US Homeland Security’s Real ID Card. The Real ID Card records Wngerprints, digitized facial scans, iris scans,

DNA, religion, signatures, passport activity, previous arrests, car driving/license violations, travel activity, checking & savings

account activity, credit card activity, calling card activity, family background, and the same identity number of one’s soon-to-come

National Identiy Card. And all of this very personal detailed information will be in the hands of Big Brother, watching you.
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In the spring of 2009, a novel inbuenza A (H1N1) virus emerged. It was detected Wrst in the United States and spread quickly

across the United States and the world. Why does that make me think about the Covid virus? Maybe because on September 15,

2009, Fauci is promoting vaccination, saying: Get a bu shot, you will be quickly protected against H1N1, he said in this video

www.youtube.com/watch   The U.S. Patent and Trademark O}ce has a patent for, Genetically Engineered Swine Inbuenza Virus

and Uses Thereof (patent #8124101).

It was Wled in 2005 for approval. The pandemic was declared just Wve months after the patent was approved, in June of 2009. The

tremendous hysteria following the outbreak was promoted by the same groups who had invented this genetically engineered virus.

The word "invented" was actually used to describe the virus in the patent application.

www.independent.co.uk/news/science/did-leak-from-a-laboratory-cause-sw..
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Leaked Emails Reveal Operation Warp Speed Pushed International Medical Racketeering

www.redvoicemedia.com/2022/02/leaked-emails-reveal-operation-warp-spee..  ~~*~~  PWzer Vaccine Becomes DNA in The

Human Liver Cells Huh7. (In-vitro Swedish Study) www.youtube.com/watch   Drbeen Medical Lectures An accepted and published

Swedish study demonstrates for the Wrst time the presence of PWzer-BionTech vaccine DNA in the cell. It is reverse transcribed by

LINE-1 proteins of the cells. They are not sure if it gets integrated in our DNA or not. Let's review the details of their method.

~~*~~ This article talks that the vaccine can also make a cancer gene. The headline article: DNA Transcribed from PWzer mRNA

Vaccine Contains MUTANT gp130 Tumor Gene igorchudov.substack.com/p/dna-transcribed-from-pWzer-mrna?utm_source=..
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Gui top of the line insights, so much to take in. Catalonia being your backyard the article about it from an American perspective

might be quite interesting for you. One reason this site is tops, the international bavor & perspectives our Legacy Media is primed

to ignore. Pete, while many here have pointed out the well-worn revolving door between Too Big's & their takeover of Gov't, you

rightly point out it doesn't stop there, it involves the Legacy Media too. If not the reporters it's the endless parade of talking heads

who like Fauci throw out the unholy systems messages & their alliance of interchangeable, moving parts between Corporate, Gov't

& Media. A thank you for Doc to point out the Mass Formation has many layers, some older than others, not as obvious as the

two-year Covid-stumblefest. Some have been ingrained in us over thousands of years, it's just the newest additions are more

intrusive & dangerous than ever.
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But leaders who actually care, so not pathological, with "skin in the game". Sovereignty needs to return to individuals, families,

communities, tribes etc. All governments eventually become toxic, especially deceptions like 'representative' democracy. All career

politicians are parasites, who have no "skin in the game"! Monarchs can only be kept honest when honorary, so can be replaced at

any time e.g. this was the case in ancient England, until the thuggish, impostor, Roman church and their invaders put an end to

that!
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Guillermou, you are so right but many people don't even see it as an 'issue'. Many are caught in their own day-to-day bubble. As

many of us know on here, just try to talk with a family member, friend, or neighbour about all the covid baloney and you will soon

see how entrenched they are - in following the 'rules'. Unless things speciWcally affect them - they don't/won't Wnd a problem. Honk

Honk
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Mainstream media has been consolidated from dozens of competing companies to only six. Hundreds of channels, websites,

news outlets, newspapers, and magazines, making up ninety percent (90%) of all media is controlled by very few people—giving

Americans the illusion of choice. This may sound like a sinister arrangement, the Swiss Propaganda Research center (SPR) has

released information that is even worse; they were able to tie all these media companies to a single organization—the Council on

Foreign Relations (CFR). See the picture in this link, that you can enlarge: swprs.org/the-american-empire-and-its-media  ~~*~~

 How to protect ourselves? How to Wght them? Well, Wrst expose them and wake others up, show them the danger, and Wght them

with their own weapons, that they used very successfully for regime change in many countries.

Obama was trained in it, also Hillary Clinton, as explained here:. steelonsteel.com/saul-alinsky-rules-for-radicals  A student group

Otpor in Serbia, was trained by the US to get regime change. Otpor means "Resistance!" in english. Later Otpor was paid by US to

train other students in other countries regime change, under the name CANVAS (Centre for Applied Nonviolent Action and

Strategies). What tactics Otpar used you can see here: en.wikipedia.org/.../Otpor  Amazing still this 2011 video is up about them.

www.youtube.com/watch  Look at what they (Otpor) say at 4 minutes, 23 seconds . 04:23 Interviewer ask: In how many countries

you were working with that? Otpar: We worked with 37 countries after the Serbia revolution. We had a successful 5 revolutions

now, before Middle East and this was in Georgia, Ukraine, Lebanon, Maldives and now Egypt and Tunisia and the list is will grow

longer (in time)  See 14:40  Ukraine, After the Revolution in Ukraine Dmyitro Poteschin instructs the opposition movements in Iran,

Russia, Belarus and Egypt via Skype from his bat, paid by the US.
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Thank you all for your interesting comments. There is no debate, scientists and doctors who want to apply treatments without risk,

without ventilators, without suffering and deaths are silenced. Propaganda and misinformation trap patients in a vicious circle

where hospitals dictate deaths from Covid, when the truth is deaths from previous pathologies and from the poison of vaccines. In

this state of misinformation, lies about COVID-19 are pervasive: 78% of the public believe or are unsure about at least one false

claim, and nearly a third believe that at least four of the eight false claims were proven.

www.kff.org/coronavirus-covid-19/press-release/covid-19-misinformation..

 least-one-false-statement-and-nearly-at-third-believe-at-least-four-of-eight-false-statements-tested/ The disinformation is

evident but they do not want to enter the debate. COVID-19 MISINFORMATION IS A PUBLIC HEALTH CRISIS BUT NOBODY IS

WILLING TO STOP IT BY DEBATING US. By Steve Kirsch The California legislature has o}cially declared COVID-19 misinformation

a public health CRISIS, yet the head of California's HHS will do nothing to stop it.

Neither will anyone else. Kirsch says he is the third worst spreader of COVID-19 misinformation on Substack according to CCHR.

They don't want to debate, they don't want to bite the hand that feeds them.

stevekirsch.substack.com/p/covid-19-misinformation-is-a-public?token=e..  (03.02.2022).
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The consequences are suffering, deaths and an economic and social crisis. Two new Swedish studies conWrm that the mRNA

technology used in PWzer's Wuhan coronavirus vaccines can hijack human DNA within hours of being injected into the body.

dailyexpose.uk/2022/02/27/mrna-incorporates-into-dna-in-six-hours/  (02/27/2022). Let's hope that one day all the institutions

and leaders that are Wnancing the genetic "vaccines" and the Grat Reset will be condemned for crimes against humanity. The

tyranny imposed on the world creating this "pandemic" and developing the draconian measures, which have constituted the ideal

scenario to give the Wnal blow to the world economy, creating "vaccines" that only get deaths and diseases.

According to ActionAid International, a global federation working for a world free from poverty and injustice, Moderna, PWzer and

BioNTech are making “astronomical and unacceptable proWts” due to their monopolies on mRNA COVID vaccines. Moderna and

BioNTech report proWt margins of 69%, and Moderna and PWzer pay little in taxes. Thanks to patent monopolies for COVID

vaccines, the development of which was supported by $100 billion in public funding from taxpayers in the US.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/airWnity-pWzer-moderna-billions-..  Moderna is a vehicle for globalists, on the way to

manipulate human molecular functions.

They are God with human DNA and biological processes. Humans who succumb to mRNA vaccines will need to receive updates to

their cells to adapt their immune systems to their environment. It is intended to get a process controlled by this technology and

your physiological processes will depend on the updates for your immune system to work.

grandmageri422.me/2021/03/02/playing-god-head-of-moderna-says-that-the..  transhumanism-101/
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Inside the vaccine industrial complex, the top jobs are revolving doors, back and forth, between company executives and the heads

of the FDA, CDC, DHS, "Vaccine Command Center." They are executing the COVID-19 responses you see and hear right now.

Vanguard and BlackRock are the principal owners of four of the six largest media companies that control 90 percent of mass

messaging on television, in newspapers, and on ALL social media platforms, and run the major websites of "news" and "Covid".

Wnd when you Google or go to YouTube for information. These tycoons own 1,600 US companies and are the ones informing the

world about the "safety and e}cacy" of the bogus vaccine.

noqreport.com/2021/06/15/blackrock-and-vanguard-the-same-shady-people-..  We must state the obvious: genocide is

deliberate; it is premeditated.

There is no genocide without premeditation. What we see is that thanks to the taxes of the Americans, these unscrupulous villains

are beneWting. In this genocide are the investments of BARDA and NIAAID led by Fauci are the ones that allowed Moderna and the

NIH to have momentarily managed to save modern at the cost of the blood of millions of Americans and many others. This link is

also of interest :THE HISTORY OF EUGENICS AND THE NEW WORLD ORDER

www.globalresearch.ca/the-history-of-eugenics-and-the-new-world-order/..  (01/03/2022)
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Many scientists and intellectuals like Dr. Mercola are exposing the truth, a truth that must be promoted, like exposing the root Big

Lie that viruses are an illusion: WAKE UP or DIE – Vaccine = bio weapon to control all humanity

www.bitchute.com/.../UzZodrFGYHNt   Psyop after Psyop after Psyop after Psyop after Psyop ! So Many Fall For The Fakery

[Media = Agenda = lies] www.bitchute.com/.../p0UsoxSqto6A  Terrain: The Film (Parts One and Two)  - the root Big Lie that viruses

are an illusion www.bitchute.com/.../dGWwQQASood9
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BOMBSHELL: PWzer Vaccine Study’s Massive List Of “Adverse Events of Special Interest (AESIs)” – not to be released until 2096…

released early. 5.3.6 CUMULATIVE ANALYSIS OF POST-AUTHORIZATION ADVERSE EVENT REPORTS OF PF-07302048 (BNT162B2)

RECEIVED THROUGH 28-FEB-2021 Report Prepared by: Worldwide Safety PWzer The information contained in this document is

proprietary and conWdential. 3.1.3. Review of Adverse Events of Special Interest (AESIs) Table 7. AESIs Evaluation for BNT162b2

PWzer The information contained in this document is proprietary and conWdential.

Any disclosure, reproduction, distribution, or other dissemination of this information outside of PWzer, its A}liates, its Licensees,

or Regulatory Agencies is strictly prohibited. Except as may be otherwise agreed to in writing, by accepting or reviewing these

materials, you agree to hold such information in conWdence and not to disclose it to others (except where required by applicable

law), nor to use it for unauthorized purposes. phmpt.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/5.3.6-postmarketing-experience.pd..

 www.bitchute.com/.../0rT3v5D4CV7k  Now aren’tcha glad the “Ice Age Men” who get the cyclical astro/geophysics of "Special

Interest"  ice-age-ahead-iaa.ca/ice_age_1/Exraordinary_Evidence_in_Plasma_Astroph..   [space]  https://electroverse.net/   know

enough to avoid the globalist government/Big Pharma/rancher genocider/demociders of "Special Interest"?  Wisdom,

Discernment, Situational Awareness, Redundancy, Redundancy, Redundancy, Diversity.

Cheers Cap’n.
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It's not just the "Juice" in charge... they're mostly being used/set up as the "Patsy" front rats... it's the WEBF (World Economic

Banking Forum) globalists/Pilgrims Society enslaving/managing/ranching the planet... and they're just "doing the necessary"

during/prior to this cyclical GSM, Mag/Rev mini/maxi Ice Age Now/mega-famine rolling in... and just be glad that they're doing

their job(s)... and that "you", and extra speciWcally "you" "you" "you" "you" the "very few" ... gets it.  Cheers. The Financial System

Exposed rumble.com/vquq7s-the-Wnancial-system-exposed.html  [space]  Australia: Another Conspiracy Theory Is Fast Becoming

Fact, One Step Closer To [Digital] Totalitarianism [space] www.bitchute.com/.../uGAuHehcnMKO  [space]

ice-age-ahead-iaa.ca/ice_age_1/Exraordinary_Evidence_in_Plasma_Astroph..   [space]   https://electroverse.net/
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Gui, Pete.Smith, et al. And the consolidation beat goes on. It is called "We Plot", a start up for journalists with CIA funds. It will have

an o}ce in NY and DC. Then expand to LA, London, Paris, and others around the world and silicon tech conglomerates. They will

synchronize in a much better fashion, international propaganda.

thegoodcitizen.substack.com/p/cia-funds-weplot-start-up-for-journalist..
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"people are apathetic" do not have the required intelligence quotient maybe 135 needed, 2.33 std dev, or 1 in 100- that is 99% do

not have the moxie noun The ability to face di}culty with spirit and courage. Aggressive energy; initiative. Skill; know-how.
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Thanks Otis  You should see this video about declassiWed CIA Wles, Soros, Canada, Ukraine connection librti.com/.../view-video
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We voted Trudeau into power, and we will vote him out (by the looks of his very low ratings).. Leaders must learn that Tyrannical actions

are not acceptable and will backWre on them.
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@feelingood99, People choose to consent to tyranny. They choose to live in servitude. Yes, they do.  When they--Wnally--say,

"Enough is enough, and enough is too much !", and--Wnally--exercise their power of choice to withdraw their consent, either by vote;

or, the best way, by the Ceaucescu Treatment, tyrants fall. For elaboration, read "Discourse on Voluntary Servitude" by Etienne de la

Boetie.
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The US tried to keep Biden out of the White House, but it didn't work. As Stalin once said, "It doesn't matter how the people vote. It

matters who counts the votes."...and apparently how they are counted.
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You are still believing that "election" will change something !?!?!?!?!?! Pull yourself together and take responsibility for your Life !!!!
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Do you and those in the US still not understand that there is no voting, and our Constitutions have been abandoned for a very long

time? All are selected in secrecy in advance. Every US President has been ordered by his masters to declare a state of emergency

for 100 years. This act nulliWes the rights provided by the Constitution and Bill of Rights.
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Another extremely important message by one of our most determined and honest advocates for not just health freedom, but for freedom

in the broadest sense for all people. Dr. Mercola is a sentinel, and people who ignore his reporting do so at their peril. We want to

bequeath a free and open world to the next generations, we DON'T want to have to tell them we failed to Wght for what is ours. Thank you

so very much, Dr. Joe.
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Of course, Dr. Mercola is a very authoritative voice who is Wghting for freedom and against all those who think they can destroy

humanity for their own economic beneWt and power over humanity. Many people and many professionals are defending the truth

with solid arguments, where the global measures taken to combat SARS-CoV-2 largely violate this vision, exposing fraudulent

diagnoses, the defense of the immune system and natural immunity by other coronaviruses. , protection of vulnerable groups,

media disinformation, intervention with a "vaccine" to treat people like guinea pigs instead of early and effective treatment, calling

for the government's immediate restoration of all our civil liberties "The new Normality" is the loss of freedoms, global

neoliberalism is even stronger thanks to the bsa pandemic and has increased its proWts.

It has obtained it not only through exploitation, but directly through the social murder of the working class, the increase in the

power of corporations, the health of people, a crisis that will last over time with hunger, inequalities and deaths. The trials, like the

Grand Jury, the worldwide protests. the lawsuits and the collective immunity achieved by omicron will end the mandates, as is

already happening in several European countries.

Journalist Josh Sigurdson of World Alternative Media (WSAN) spoke about the worldwide protests against Wuhan's tyrannical

coronavirus vaccine mandates. He referred to these protests in Europe and North America in response to requirements for people

to get vaccinated against COVID-19. newsinfo.inquirer.net/1543851/thousands-protest-covid-19-vaccine-pass-..  (2022)

www.lifesitenews.com/news/thousands-stand-in-protest-in-rome-and-milan..  (2022).
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“Even the Bank of England's former governor (and World Economic Forum Trustee) Mark Carney chimed in on February 7 stating

that 'this is sedition' and that 'those who are still helping to extend this occupation must be identiWed and punished to the full force

of the law…..” Which law would Carney be referring to here? The law as determined in an uncorrupted court of law with due legal

process, evidence of a crime and a fair trial before a jury, not subject to intimidation and threats of reprisal; or perhaps he is

referring to constitutional law that protects human rights and prohibits government overreach by trampling on those rights; or does

he mean hastily concocted ad hoc “laws” pushed through by his fellow criminals in government under fake “emergency”

conditions where there is no threat to the healthy other than from toxic medical intervention enforced without informed consent?

Without the rule of democratically agreed law, we live in a totalitarian tyranny.

The rest of the collaborators in Carney’s criminal cabal are listed here:-

www.weforum.org/press/2019/01/world-economic-forum-announces-new-trust..  So a timely wake-up call from you, Spice, thank

you. Just looking at the innocent face of my one year old granddaughter reminds me of our duty to her generation. We have let our

vigilance slip, democracy is dead and we are embroiled in a civil war against ourselves, where the rule of law has been abandoned

in favour of self appointed tyrannical despots.
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I like "context" and questions to stimulate "thinking." My question today is, who was the hero in the 1939 movie classic "The Wizard

of Oz?"  Dorthy, or maybe the Scarecrow? I content the hero was Dorthy's little dog, Toto. For it was Toto who "pulled back the

curtain" on the "Great and powerful Wizard of Oz" revealing who was behind the curtain and the "Pseudo Reality" it represented.

 --------- Given the context of Toto, my second question is – who is your Toto?  Are you even looking for your Toto?  Maybe if more

people had discovered their "Toto" society would not Wnd itself in the position we're in. "The price of liberty is eternal vigilance."

Attributed to Thomas Jefferson  ---------- Thank you Dr. Mercola and the incredible Mercola community for helping me Wnd my

"Toto."
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bfr27915,    regarding that context thing, the picture would become so much clearer if that place were renamed UkraineSoros        

librti.com/.../view-video
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"My question today is, who was the hero in the 1939 movie classic "The Wizard of Oz?" Toto may have been the hero, but Dorothy

represents the public at large. She was the one wearing the powerful ruby slippers, but was completely unaware, just as our

masses are unaware of their collective power.
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epi-cure, yes very good video, thanks
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Beast System spoken of in the Bible is coming onto the scene. The Vatican and her Jesuit Order are using the United Nations to

control the kings of the earth. The son of perdition will soon be revealed and with him, his mark, which will be forced upon all humanity

world wide. Without it, no buying/selling. The true church of God, the body of believers will be persecuted and hunted….because they

WILL NOT worship the beast, nor take his mark.  Nothing is going to stop Bible prophecy from becoming reality. People can talk all they

want about trying to stop this great evil, but the Word of God already tells us what’s going to happen. God himself will have to return to set

things straight.

Blessed is he who comes in the name of the king. Stop worrying about your nations and your way of life, and get right with God! Repent

and prepare yourself for the chaos that’s coming, and pray that you’ll be found worthy to escape. The answers are found within the pages

of scripture, no where else. It’s probably already too late to warn people, as most of them are too far gone. For anyone out there who may

still care, read Matthew 24, as Jesus is speciWcally talking about the signs of his coming, and the end of the age. We are in that time now.

Right at the part of Wars, and rumors of wars.
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BeatriceW
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Thank you for your thoughts. I am a Christian in a family of atheists. I thought the other Christians that I knew would be a source of

support and sharing but they have all taken the jab and so I have chosen not to associate with them. As a result I am alone in this

so value the community here.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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For BeatriceW: Do not be discouraged. Most people identifying as Christian are similar to a Republican RINO- Republican In Name

Only. Attending a 501(c)3 religious corporation does not make one right with God. Many will claim allegiance, but His response will

be: Depart from Me for I never knew you. Continue to pray for them and continue to strengthen your faith and walk and He shall

direct your paths.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM
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In agreement on the genetic modiWcation & connectivity bioengineering, but Isaiah 57 & Romans 9-11 KJB.  I know good men &

women who took that shot in good faith, to the end of ministering as & to faithful missionaries, who paid the ultimate price for not

understanding the times & placing too much trust in Leviathan & cunning men of craft. In Babylon. Not noticing as America was

transformed as they labored for the Lord, with even her churches which used to be biblically ordered & independent apostasizing,

going under the State as their corporate head, not diligent to prove all things. It sorrows me to no end. As the ministering elders

died here, missionary families worldwide & including in both the Ukraine, & Siberia & amongst the native peoples of the North are

as we, and will either conform to the beast or take the next steps of living by faith.

Sobering, perilous times we live in, but many are still drunk. Pray the Lord they sober before that shocking time to come when the

heavens are shaken & the spiritual warfare becomes sight. Many will worship those falling 'gods'. Days of Noe. Days of Lot. We do

not know precisely how all the twists & turns might go before they culminate in Revelation & that mark of Revelation 13, in the

coming chaos like unto the collapse of the old Roman empire, though I do believe you are right about her core identity & the tools

she uses at this point. Her 'alien evangelism' ecumenism is part & parcel of what is yet to come.
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Thank you, Raythe4th. While a pastor and I were sitting in a coffee shop sharing scripture, a man came up to the table and said to add

Psalm 83:18. I was writing at the time and jotted down that reference, and seconds later raised my head to say, "Thank you." There was no

one there, and this pastor exclaimed, "Did you see that?! He vanished!" The verse reads: "That they may know that You, Whose name

alone is the Lord, are the Most High over all the earth."
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I thought I replied to this once, perhaps it's misplaced. Be sure to read all of Psalm 83, as there are many Jew-hating and two kinds

of fake Jews as per the authority of Rev 2&3, in what is rising from the vomit & wallows as 2 Peter 2-3, & Jude KJB, e- merging in

fornicating union, bloody tyranny & imposition, cunning deceitful craft!  Je-ho-vah, holy, holy, holy, the Godhead, the Lord Jesus

Christ being the express image. Behold, O Israel, the Lord thy God is one God, holy, holy, holy; one even as man created in his

image & with body, soul & spirit.

They could not nail soul & spirit to that tree. Do not fear those who can kill the body & then do nothing, but he who can destroy both

body & soul in the H word we're not allowed to say! Check out 2 Thessalonians 2, as well. And Psalm 82 with John 10 where the

Lord Jesus Christ mocked those pretenders & usurpers taking the place of God, claiming to know & represent the scriptures when

the one who gave them & the one foretold was standing right before them: unknown & unrecognized by those 'wise' and whited

sepulchres!
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There is a serious moral failing among many global leaders. How much has been planned and orchestrated?  When things no longer

make sense, consider a conspiracy.   The WEF Young Global Leaders school?   Consider whether Putin may be on steroids:

healthfully.com/stanabol-side-effects-3714489.html   Consider whether Biden may be experiencing dementia or whether it is an act.

 Trudeau, son of Castro, a Marxist.  Xi of China.  Kim of North Korea.  Is this timing all just a coincidence?  We are at war.

This is as much a spiritual war as a war of military aggression. Unless the spiritual side overtakes evil, the other war will not matter. We

know mass shooters have a history of mind-altering drug use. We know the elderly tend to be highly medicated and many world leaders

are older. I have to question how many of their actions are inbuenced by the drugs they are on... I observe that pu}ness in the face,

weight gain and aggressive behavior can be linked to over use or prolonged use of steroids.
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Why do the heathen rage, and the people imagine a vain thing? The kings of the earth set themselves, and the rulers take counsel

together, against the Lord, and against his anointed, saying , Let us break their bands asunder, and cast away their cords from us.

He that sitteth in the heavens shall laugh: the Lord shall have them in derision. Then shall he speak unto them in his wrath, and vex

them in his sore displeasure. Yet have I set my king upon my holy hill of Zion. I will declare the decree: the Lord hath said unto me,

Thou art my Son; this day have I begotten thee.

Ask of me, and I shall give thee the heathen for thine inheritance, and the uttermost parts of the earth for thy possession. Thou

shalt break them with a rod of iron; thou shalt dash them in pieces like a potter’s vessel. Be wise now therefore, O ye kings: be

instructed, ye judges of the earth. Serve the Lord with fear, and rejoice with trembling. Kiss the Son, lest he be angry, and ye perish

from the way, when his wrath is kindled but a little. Blessed are all they that put their trust in him. Psalm 2:1-12
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The leaders are prey to corporate powers, they are prey to their own paranoid destruction increased in a long instance in power,

they are prey to their own contradictions for continuing to govern with the necessary tacit support. For example, in the war in

Ukraine it is easy to position oneself: if I am against violence and in favor of coexistence in dialogue, I am against the war. I do not

want there to be wars in Ukraine or in any other part of the world, and so, in this simple way, the compromise is resolved. But the

world is complex, just as we have been making it through history, and opposing war can sound like preaching in the desert,

because there is violence, power, cruelty and fanaticism, and opposing an armed conbict.

There is a history and there is a struggle for economic power. For centuries Ukraine has been a territory of the Slavic orbit, with the

same religion as Russia and belonging to the empire of the tsars and then to the USSR. Now said history and the interests of

Russian gas in its trade with Germany and Europe are marking the trajectory of the war and Biden moves complacently because

this means beneWts for its commercialization with Europe and also means keeping the Gods of wars happy with his awakening of

the weapons of destruction. It is power that moves the world where ethical and moral values are minimized,
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Hi Almond. The longer this madness goes on, the more I am reminded of the saying “ Those whom the gods wish to destroy, they

Wrst make mad”. Here’s hoping that evil always defeats itself.
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Almond-so true!
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Better read all of Psalm 83 as there are many Jew-haters & two kinds of fake Jews as per Revelation 2&3 KJB in what is rising

from the vomit & wallows as 2 Peter 2-3, & Jude. Throw in 2 Thessalonians 2 for good measure, and Psalm 82 with John 10 where

Jesus mocked those playing & usurping the place of God when he was standing right in front of them fulWlling the word they

claimed to believe & represent.
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Almond, thing’s do not change overnight. We reap what we sow. Children's mind’s are cultivated and gardened by their parent’s and

without the skilled weeding, outside inbuences take root. For the mind, it is memory that brings us back from bad inbuence. My

fathers word’s echo in my mind to this day. It will take decade’s or generation’s for the good to vanquish the bad. Let us hope for our

grandchildren's sake that good survives.
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Almond, I'm very close to being self reliant. It's hard to do it alone. We need communities on the same page. Everyone has

something to offer. I can't believe that I'm considering walking away from everything to go live a life of isolation and absence. But, I

see no other choice.
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Arlen, there is wisdom in differentiating between wants and needs. You can't always get what you want. Sometimes, you must do

what is hard because you understand it is necessary and your best option. One thing I Wnd esp discouraging is supermarket food,

for example.
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The slimers that control the narrative strike Wrst by accusing the "other side" of exactly what they are doing while censoring all debate.

Direct TV just removed RT following the other western a}liates outraged over "evil" Putin's move into Ukraine. Ottawa was a redo of Jan 6

hunting down insurrectionists so protesters now fear Wnancial retribution.  Julian Assange exposed war crimes in the fake Iraq War and

duly pissed-off Killery and the corrupt Clinton foundation well before Catalan, the same Killery who chose the new Ukrainian leaders

following a CIA coup. Kristol/Kagan/Nuland/etc devised PNAC before 9/11and their war-loving neo-con cabal still litters D.C.. Now as I

search for a sturdy school desk to hide under, Fauci/covid fade in importance. "Monopolies R U.S." has sold us down the river by a series

of corrupt leaders and their toad media so reality is now a crime punishable by whatever....The shitshow goes on........
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the "shitshow" is a NIGHTMARE that the media promotes relentlessly for CONTROL purposes
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Yes BUT. Psychological tests have shown many years ago that 2.7 % of people are indipendant thinkers and thus non-conformists. As

long as they are around the sceamer psycho's wont get away with their mischieve for ever. It seems quite obvious to me that DR M and all

the commentators here are in the 2.7% catagory? Who and what brought the MONSANTO dragon down to where it is now ? I think it is DR

M and the millions of commentators here !! I am actually convinced of it. Social Psychology and Sociology are very interesting sciences !
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This correlates with my observation of no more than 5%. When the truly hard times come, I estimate 1% will remain steadfast. The

rest are fair weather soldiers.
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“We need to ask ourselves why governments as unpopular as the ones we suffer, representatives of a minority in the country,

remain in power against the will of the great majority of the people. And, naturally, we have to repeat that a government, however

rotten it may be, does not fall alone. You have to push it so that it falls, and push it so that it can't get up anymore." - Jose Diaz

Ramos The strength of minorities is in their ideals in spreading the truth against lies. History contemplates many struggles to

defend the rights of minorities. In the Wght for the civil rights of minorities in the US we have Martin Luther King. The historic

"March for Jobs and Freedom" of August 1963, which is remembered this Saturday, channeled a latent malaise of social injustices

and contributed to changing the dynamics of a country whose legislators looked the other way in the face of abuses.
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In a nutshell; what Monsatan did to plants, fruits, vegetables; Big Pharma/Big Tech, is now doing to humans! There is no room for

"debate" on this. It is a fact! An unbelievable and scary fact, to be sure; but a fact just the same! In other words; everyone who took

the nanobot shot, is now the 'property' of these entities!
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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And I believe just 3% of the people fought in the Revolutionary war.
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Yeah, BrianAllan, and of that 3% 3/4 of them were baptistic people who are now blamed as being 'failed democracy types'. They

were not only the ones who fought for liberty in the War for Independence, but those who recognized when the old corporatist

Babylonian elitist pyramidal order powers united to shaft them yet again with their secretive Constitutional Convention ....who w/

Patrick Henry, John Leland & many nameless, but wise & literate common men, able & willing to shoulder the responsibilities of

mature, independence rallied the people against those philosophers & pagans, those ritualists & aristocratic, Statists and cronies

incorporated & seeking to establish the same here.....refused to ratify their shady attempt to use & shaft the bock once again.

The tyranny was set back & hindered. But it never quit seeking to take that power back: and here we are.  Men forget. But God does

not. The fake, the counterfeit salvation of the builders who've rejected that chief cornerstone, comes Wrst. The trial of faith & subtil

counterfeit the true Christ, & his preserved word marked by its uniqueness & how the proud tyrants & philosophers of craft hate &

attack it above all others, warned us of.

Heaven & earth shall pass away, but his words never. Not until every jot, & every tittle, of what remains to be fulWlled in the books of

Moses, the Psalms & the Prophets; and every iota in the New Testament & particularly the book of Revelation, is fulWlled. Men are

well on their way & the lying signs & wonders, the great delusion of 2 Thessalonians 2 are already present & evidencing

themselves.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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A political strategist who I met, said that it is wordsmithing and slogans which drive the political climate, not facts and articles.

The way to break through to the masses who prefer not to think, said the strategist, is to use slogans. She added that politicians

are very well studied in this art, we have to know how to do it. But if we have well considered strategic slogans, we too can

peaceably Wght back. And we must, and we should. Let's be strategic about this. But let's also consider that most people are more

intelligent than we give them credit for. Some may not think, but others will once certain things are pointed out to them.

Send books and links to school parent-teacher associations, who talk to school principals, public health departments, teachers,

their kids, and have large political clout. They are strategic. So are college newsletter editors, who are vocal and passionate. Send

them links, books and info. Ditto to lawyers and retired physicians. With good strategy we can break through the media blackout

and spread word. Let us begin. "The Ten Thousand Mile Journey begins with one step" ---Lao Tzu.
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No one I know seems worried, and THAT is the problem.
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How is it that people don't see that the Russian invasion of Ukraine has been the greatest of distractions to get people in the U.S. talking

about it constantly, while our own tyrannical govt continues to oppress and strangle American. We are already under a form of

communism and most Americans don't know it, because of the massive, 24/7 brainwashing that has been going on for many decades. In

the above article, the author mentions our Bill of Rights as if they have protected the U.S. from things like have happened in Canada. If

that was so, why were hundreds of protestors from Jan 6th, who came to peacefully protest the stolen election, arrested and imprisoned

without bail? The Patriot Act was used as they were labeled "domestic terrorists." Their rights were gone.

It can happen to anyone of us if we dare put our nose out of our protective shell (not really protected) and dare to speak or act contrary to

the govt wishes. Your right to peaceably assemble for redress of grievances has been drastically infringed upon. Your right worship God,

if you are a teacher or public school student, are gone as long as you are in school, which is not just a gun free zone, but a God-free zone.

Your state's rights have been taken by the Supreme Court, who regularly intrudes and crushes any law that is pro Christian or supporting

the free exercise of religion. Your supposed right to vote has been squelched by digital machines that can manipulate your vote to say

what they want it to be (whoever controls the machine). It is a hackers dream and a citizens nightmare. You are free to speak, but big tech

companies are free to censor or cancel your speech. Huh?
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Sadly, this is so. Our children and their children live in a time of false freedoms. They are brainwashed in college/universities, their

heads are stuck inside their phones and computers/gaming rooms. Porn is free on the Internet and has been labeled "the new

drug" -- The US is in deep trouble. After seeing the SOTU I have become dis-heartened. Only my faith in God remains.  Kitty
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Joined On 2/16/2021 8:59:58 AM
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“Democracy is two wolves and a lamb voting on what to have for lunch. Liberty is a well-armed lamb contesting the vote!” - Benjamin

Franklin (quoting unknown author)
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therealjones
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The USA is a republic, and we have a constitution.
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Franklyn was a philandering philosopher looking for self-justiWcation, & a Deist. This is why the revisionists keep that turkey...lol.

(No slur on turkeys, he was right about those wise old birds, evidencing God's design & creation well.)  He counted himself as

amongst those with 'superior' wisdom beyond the ken of the rest of men, unbound from law & truth, yet without the humility to seek

God's mercy. Thought of himself as one of those things that boat to the top. But he strained at gnats & swallowed a camel! His son

rejected him & his new country due to his cuckolding & dishonoring ways with the merry widow, misusing his admiring & excusing,

enabling wife.

He did, however, recognize that either democracy alone with its extremes of mob rule ending in tyranny via survival of the Wttest; or

elitist & aristocratic republicanism alone with its extremes & end in tyranny, were bound on their own...and not balanced against

one another, pitted w/ powers distributed & balanced, to result in tyranny. When push came to shove w/ that Wrst Constitutional

Convention, though, he showed his true colors & sided with built in aristocratic tyranny which he thought gnosis entitled & enabled

him for. God, however, had other ideas and a few good men to act for his cause.
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"The USA is a republic, and we have a constitution." Yes, a constitution written by the elite, for the elite, with a few crumbs thrown

in for the armed militia farmers.
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Well - Trudeau will not be re elected, which will send a clear message. We voted him in, and we will vote him out by the looks of it.  His

popularity is very low. He did not even speak with the truckers which would have been so easy in the beginning. It’s a cowardly move that

one would expect of the world’s tyrannical leaders.
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Let us hope that the vote you refer to is not an offspring of the democratic mechanism that placed our (USA) illegal.
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Woodcarver
Joined On 3/20/2011 3:47:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

He just won his minority in 2021 so we are stuck with him unless Jughead Sin decides to develop a conscience. Since he is a

member of the WEF young leaders group, I doubt it. What we can hope for is the the Liberal party decides to usurp him as leader.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/2/2022 9:06:58 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Still feelingood 99% of the time about the illusion of democracy even after reading the subject article illuminating the illusion of

democracy. Friar Alexis Bugnolo, are you a slave:  www.bitchute.com/.../hCIUGybXBWPc

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/2/2022 12:25:33 PM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I love your optimism, but look at who got elected for president in the USA. If this studdering idiot can get elected, ALL BETS ARE

OFF! This is a man that couldn't get 100 people to attend a campaign rally. Yet, somehow, his opponent that regularly had 25,000+

attendees at a rally lost the last presidential election. The only way to end corruption is revolution.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/2/2022 7:26:33 PM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

Anne53
Joined On 7/6/2010 9:50:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Trudeau will get voted back in by Dominion Voting Machines. Does anyone actually believe that he won the last two elections?

Think Again!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/2/2022 11:46:44 PM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When all else fails, Tyrants Are Showing Their True Colors. When their smears campaigns, fear tactics, along with the other softer

measures fail, they react with their true impulses, they are Masters, we are Slaves. When all else fails, Slaves have to be beaten into

submission. Thank you, Truckers, for putting a spotlight on what the Predator$ really think. A right is a right. No one gives you a right. If

someone says they are giving you a right - it is usually a wrong turned inside out. What the Predator$ often do is take a tactic that is

working for the public to initiate positive changes, but Predator$ don't like, or don't want to give quarter, is the Predator$ will make the

practice - Legal.

Then there will be an endless series of court cases over the years, sometimes decades and then all kinds of nit-picking riders are added

into "your rights," stripping out each and everything that works putting real pressure on the Predator, their agents, and organs. When it is

all done, you have the most perfect, protected rights, but no teeth. An empty egg, all hat & no cowboy. If this was all in place for the

Truckers, there would be parade permits, only certain hours, one side of the street, maybe they'd have to be two towns over, most likely

limited to an old pickup truck behind a Giant sign.

The biggest reason this has been a fuss, is it deWnitely got the Predator$ Power Structures Attention. The narrative isn't crumbling, it has

crumbled, at least here it seems. People once all in, are speaking up, realizing if any of what we've been through come close to working

the way it was advertised, it would all be in the rearview mirror by now. This was a mild cold very easy to catch, only deadly because Drs &

hospitals were not allowed to practice medicine to keep people out of the hospital or dying. It has been a manufactured unnecessary

pandemic to lay down total invasion of what are our Rights by birth, not by Predator$ decree.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/2/2022 5:25:05 AM
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Just, people need to see the need for a better world. Spring is hopeful, Omicon means increased contagion that promotes

herd immunity with fewer serious health effects. Fewer and fewer people are seeing that "vaccines" are not necessary. Submitting

to “vaccines” involves DNA damage. Two new Swedish studies conWrm that the mRNA technology used in PWzer's Wuhan

coronavirus vaccines can hijack human DNA within hours of being injected into the body.

dailyexpose.uk/2022/02/27/mrna-incorporates-into-dna-in-six-hours/  (02/27/2022) Consider the worldwide protests against

Wuhan's tyrannical coronavirus vaccine mandates. It is not about asking the government for permission.

It is about saying to the government: we do not need permission and we are the resistance”, said the executive director of WAM.

www.lifesitenews.com/news/thousands-stand-in-protest-in-rome-and-milan..  (01/18 /2022)

www.brighteon.com/c167d5fc-1007-4bba-a216-35f06cb2ee7b

 newsinfo.inquirer.net/1543851/thousands-protest-covid-19-vaccine-pass-..  (01/16/2022) Europe is accelerating steps to roll

back COVID restrictions as efforts to control the spread of the virus have failed and countries downgrade the threat posed by

SARS-CoV-2.

Sweden and Switzerland joined Denmark, Norway, Finland, Ireland, The Netherlands, Italy, Lithuania, France and the UK in

announcing they will lift COVID restrictions and open up their countries. Top Israeli o}cials also announced this week they are

abolishing the country's "Green Pass" COVID vaccine passport for restaurants, hotels, gyms and theaters. 12 COUNTRIES ROLL

BACK COVID RESTRICTIONS, ISRAEL SCRAPS ‘GREEN PASS’

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/12-countries-covid-restrictions-is..  (03/02/22)
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on the one hand you have power brokers who can bribe and corrupt and otherwise inbuence the wheels of power - on the other hand you

have Joe Public a common citizen who just wants to be left alone so that he can watch TV and be conditioned as to what to think and

how groupthink is integrated into the public mind - if one of these two parties is subjected to extreme obedience compliance and resents

the imposition and use of power by the other group - then either the group acquiesces or they are faced with a struggle of DOMINANCE -

they can either accept the status quo and be DOMINATED or they can hunker down to a life that is recessively obedient - what I am

describing is a CROSSROADS - humanity can continue on its present path and sink into an oblivion of endless SLAVERY or the clarion call

that cries out for human freedom awakens them out of their COMATOSE slumber and they call for a justiWcation of human existence by

throwing off the SLAVE BRACELETS and declaring themselves as Wt to survive into the Future - thus the dice of life - the throwing of the

bones - this is what the auguries await as the Final Omen in the unfolding of and prediction - will there be a Future ??
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Yes, Stan, it's time to decide, it's time to Wght. Humanity is subjected to a slavery produced by the Industrial and Agricultural

Revolution and capitalism that generates false democracies where inequalities grow and groups increase where slavery is

extremely inhuman. Modern slavery is the severe exploitation of other people for personal or commercial gain. Modern slavery

surrounds us, but it is often out of sight of minds that do not seek the truth. People are being controlled: they may be subjected to

violence or threats, forced into inescapable debt, or have had their passports taken away and threatened with deportation.

Many have fallen into this oppressive trap simply because they were trying to escape poverty or insecurity, improve their lives, and

provide for their families. Today there are more people in a situation of slavery than in any other period of history, a slavery

imposed by a society in decline where large corporations rule as they please. The oligarchy does not understand rights and

freedoms. They are the elites who see democracy as an enemy, they believe that people should be managed, not represented.

It is now entering the destruction of humanity, it is being commanded by the Davos meetings. Platon wrote that the oligarchy is a

government of "greedy men" who love both money and power. The oligarchs believe that the wealth of a society should be

redistributed between them and their allies, while the rest of society is reduced to poverty. It seems that Platon's ideas have now

been established in the Great Reset,
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Gui - Plato's ideas have always been relevant as models of human existence - the oligarchs are throwbacks to an earliere stage in

evolution - "EAT OR BE EATEN" - this is totally primitive and instead of pushing humanity forward rather pushes human endeavor

BACKWARDS into the swamp - the primordial soup - where JUNGLE ETHICS still rule - we are being ruled by mentalities that lack

all VISIONARY world view - we are going NOWHERE fast - www.youtube.com/watch
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Stanleybecker so well said! Thank you thank you. One political strategist who I met, said that a way to break through to those who

prefer to watch the ballgames and pass the peanuts/beer and in essence, prefer not to think too much, is to use slogans. IT's not

about articles and facts with these people, she said. It's about word smithing. This is why politicians use slogans, she said, and

they are very studied in the art of it. Look at the current word now, "misinformation" and how this is being invoked to brainwash for

a convenient and desired outcome. Well, we can do the same thing. We too can use slogans, albeit well studied in the art thereof,

to Wguratively speaking, Wght back in peaceable ways. Consider also the disgusting use of sex scandals to excommunicate

politicians who are somehow unwanted by powers that be in public o}ce.

The sickening Gossip mentality is what fuels the "Thinking" of the masses. Plech. So in the end it is not about facts and analytical

thinking, the masses respond far better to massaging the reptilian, gossip-minded "brain". Absolutely disgusting, and I agree with

anybody who says that, right away. I can't stand it. Yet, we must consider what works. I far prefer that to war, god forbid. I hope that

doesn't happen, yet at the rate the world is going, I do see a distinct possibility of it. Let's hope not and let's use the power of the

pen instead. Thank you Stanley for doing just that and thank you all.
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I don't know Stanley. According to the Law of the Jungle the oligarchs must be the Wttest. What they are doing is working and they

are most apt to survive and reproduce. Condemn them morally but they certainly are smarter and stronger than the rest of us.
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mirandola - you call it "slogans" but the propaganda machine {publicity entities} looks for buzz words that entrain thought towards

obedient rebexivity - language has magical powers of incantation - religion has always availed itself with the mysteries of the

"WORD" ---- rensmith - I disagree - if you have no moral imperative like assorted criminals and politicians - then you have the short

term advantage of hoodwinking those who behave morally - but we are God's Children and our errors will at some point become

untenable - survivors walk with God and  T Rex the dinosauric opportunist and king predator has died out while lowly mammals like

us are still around
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What did Goethe say or shall have said: The one who isn't careful in a democracy will wake up in a dictatorship.
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How interesting. The author of the original Patriot Act created after the 911 attack was retired Congressman James Sensenbrenner of

Wisconsin. This was the MOST MISNAMED piece of legislation written thus far. Even Mr. Sensenbrenner admitted that it was being used

for many things that should never have been included. Firstly, it had nothing to do with patriotism and all to do with allowing government

tyranny against American citizens, Just like the FISA Court which is constantly used againt ordinary American citizens and rarely againt

any foreign countries. Just like the NSA, used by the Obama regime to spy on "EVERYTHING DIGITAL" thanks to the Obama regimes

"mandatory conversion to digital" to make the NSA's surveillance of American citizens easier.

All disguised by the government to "provide Americans with the best TV viewing possible". You all remember that lie, don't you? When the

U.S. government was giving away "digital converter boxes" so they could capture all things digital. It had nothing to do with TV people but

everything with allowing the NSA, which CIA director John Brennan, an avowed Communist, denied even existed until it was exposed by a

government contractor Edward Snowden..

Remember that lie. One after anoth, time after time the American people have been summarily subjected to more and more lose of

freedom and liberty by our own government of elite Ruling Class criminals. And after the past two years of the Covid-19 Hoax we know

know the full extent of the freedom killing tryanny being perpetrated upon us. Justin Trudeau just showed the Canadian people what little

if any freedom and democracy they have and we will be next. Watch for it in the days to come.
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It all began in open-book fashion with legislation in the wake of 9-11-01. www.aclu.org/.../fbi-spy-Wles-project-aclu-client-list  The ACLU

lists those *Dubbed* terrorists under the Patriot Act, for the simple act of speaking out in the most peaceable ways. This includes

Greenpeace, People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals, Food Not Bombs, and the Nobel peace prize-winning Quaker entity, The

American Friends Service Committee. Religious and peace groups were all on the FBIs spy list, see this shocking link above.

According to at least a dozen entities of all stripes and colors, including the ACLU, Electronic Frontier Foundation. National Lawyers Guild,

American Ribe Association, t he Red Cross and more, the Patriot Act contains an "over-broad" deWnition of terrorism which includes free

speech and advocacy. People who contributed to Muslim mosques were labeled "terrorists" and called at their workplace by the FBI,

according to some ACLU accounts. Even some therapists found themselves spied on as they counseled their clients, a violation of the

privacy of their clients.

The FISA and Patriot Acts both expanded surveillance and randomized police powers, using 'basket warrants which really are not

warrants at all" according to the ACLU. Anybody who thinks warrantless surveillance is benign, should deeply rethink. It is

critical---critical----that citizens read the texts of bills, research the Congressional voting record, and get on board based on deep

research.

Then the truth will come out and there will be less and less of such violations of power. The masses have enormous power, as

demonstrated by the fall of the Iron Curtain when masses got up and protested. The Iron Curtain went so far as to gun people down for

their free speech. If the fall could happen there it can happen world wide. And it must. Dictatorship is not any joke. Thank you for writing

this very important article Dr Mercola! A good man on the right side of the street, we appreciate you
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"This would never happen in the USA". "It will never happen to me/you". These are common beliefs informing the shut eyes. People

also fear speaking out, they do not want to step on toes, raise hackles or invite retribution. So they pipe down. Don't be rude, they

think, don't tell policemen, politicians and judges that they broke any law. I say, it is exactly why we have free speech in the Wrst

place, to keep randomized power in check, sorry. It is rude, rude indeed, and that's an understatement (it is in fact criminal) for the

government to intrude in such ways and to hold people politically in contempt/hostage for such things as advocating for freedom,

for any religion, etc.

Hey, even the police and politicians can experience the brunt of the very laws they signed! The ACLU wrote about one US Senator

subjected by the FBI to a warrantless raid of his home after he voted for the warrant-free police-empowering Patriot Act! Nobody is

above the law, such beliefs are mere illusions. Pointing out where o}cials break the law may in the end, even do *Them* a favor,

whether they would like to believe it or not! It is indeed time that people speak up and do so in ways that promote thought and

questioning. Thank you all.

EDIT: I deeply object to the notion of overturning the Constitution based on Any Invocation At All. The bogus "emergency

declaration" is a mere rationale to grab unlimited power, just what our founding fathers sought to prevent. I use the word

"Rationale" On purpose. Why aren't people thinking about this, and why is this invoked as if it is the law of the land? It is not, in fact

it is far from it! The Constitution trumps any laws which trample on its face! "Necessity is the plea for every infringement of human

freedom. It is the argument of tyrants, it is the creed of slaves".--- William Pitt
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How long does it take to complete a Bill of over 500 pages? I would say a little over the 3 weeks it took to PASS the "patriot" act

after 9/11/2001! However, few eyebrows were raised back then. There were too many people waving the bag and looking for "order

out of chaos" from the very entity that caused the chaos.
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Brianallen, according to the ACLU, Congress was confronted within 14 days of 9-11-01 by Bush, who strong-armed (ie, threatened)

Congress with being dubbed as "Soft on terror" if they did not pass the Patriot Act into law, blind. He gave them as best I recall,

about two days to pass the act into law. Maybe it was two weeks, but either way, Congress is very busy and has little time to read

the bills. So they have their Aides do that and follow their recommendations. Who knows who those Aides are and whose agenda

they work for. So Congress did the unthinkable, passing it unread into law in rapid fashion! Because they were threatened. And

consider that senators who opposed the Patriot Act were served anthrax letters! Woa.
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The FBI has a very long history of oppressing dissenting views. FBI director J. Edgar Hoover prosecuted and expelled peaceful

anti-war anarchist / activist Emma Goldman, calling her “the most dangerous woman in America.” As an elder, she continued to

Wght for anarchism, feminism, workers’ rights, and collective liberation until her last breath at age 70. Later the the FBI instituted

COINTELPRO, where the FBI committed illegal burglaries against those advocating for freedom, and against war and racism. They

even went so far as to plant false information within these groups to foster inWghting, setting one activist against another and

promoting violence.

They also squelched antiwar speech after 911 by investigating those who made casual negative comments about Bush.  The FBI

also directly participated in the assassination of Black Panther leader Fred Hampton. The Branch Davidians did not fare well either.

So the USA murders dissenters too. And this is not ancient history - it was recently revealed that the State Department had a plan

to assassinate Julian Assange. Important to understand this history. Oppression of speech in the USA is not something new.
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and6079 thank you for stepping forward. You are right, well said! That is exactly why people need to "Get it" about civil liberties as

key. If we have no civil liberties, we will not be discussing natural health, saving the whales, and especially not talking about

politics. In dictatorships, that is a dangerous----life threatening----conversation to have and this is no exaggeration whatsoever.

Just talk to Anybody with a capital A who lived in dictatorial regimes, they will tell you. What I am saying is true. This is why I

blogged all along about civil liberties on this forum.

People did not seem interested, but i persisted. Now that they are seeing the relevance it is a bit late, duh! But I still think there is

hope for the whole thing to fall down. The plotters made one big mistake, by causing pain and suffering to people the civilians will

wake up. And they already are. And let us ask: If we outnumber the tyrants by billions to one, why should we pipe down and bow? I

only advocate for very peaceable protest, not violence, and further I believe anybody who thinks violence is the solution is deeply

misguided.

Those are things that discredit a movement, end of story. And it is immoral. The best way to Wght back is strategically, the trucking

convoys are a beautiful example of that. Well done! Take no heed of the retribution, except to let it be a perfect illustration of how

far tyranny will go amok. Let the tyrants prove their true colors, I used the word "prove" on purpose! Then they will fall. I think the

masses are getting sick of this whole thing and while many are asleep, many also are indeed waking up. I believe there is hope!
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Let us not forget that we PAY the politicians! Why should we PAY to be oppressed? Why should we bow to tyranny while we PAY

them? Gimme a break. It's time to turn the tables!
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Mirandola, despite the cruel measures taken against the Canadian truckers I notice that shortly after they started their protest, the

governments around the world have eased up on their insanity. I'm sure it's temporary but it is some relief and gives more freedom

to build networks o�ine while we prep. Quiet, steady resistance for long periods is harder to penalize and even more effective.
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The very failure of the tyrannical measures they impose to bring the promised results will be the undoing of this tyranny, and so the

majority will turn as the results come in. Mark my words. The task at hand is to weather the storm, if it means packing up and

going to where a majority favor liberty, which fortunately is an option for Americans such as myself. And so, vaccines may rather

indirectly save us after all. At least those who don't get them.
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As a Canadian this newsletter rings true. Trudeau is a tyrant as is most of the Liberal party. Mark Carney is just as scary and some say he

will run for the next Liberal leadership. God help us.
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"God help us." Yes indeed. The only thing sustaining me right now is the belief in Him and that He won't let this evil continue

forever. I thank Him for the Omicron. Despite the best efforts of Fauci and others to breed deadlier variants, the natural order He

set in place prevailed and a less deadly form came about.
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Trudeau may have cancelled the "War Measures Act" (let's call it what it is!); although, the 'power' of the banks to seize assets remains -

right in line with the Great Reset. Also; for over two years, everyone - including HEALTHY people, have been forced to wear the muzzle,

even to go into a grocery store to buy food, so that they can feed themselves! Anyone with a brain, knows how utterly useless and

ineffective these mandates are; if the goal is to "protect" people from some "deadly" virus. Their 'goal' has absolutely nothing to do with

"protecting" our health - or any virus! The hoards of Lemmings may have no problem with the masks.

I have a huge problem! It is a nightmare for me...I can not breathe properly with some synthetic 'mask' covering my breathing apparatus

and restricting my breathing. This is utter TYRANNY - this is Crimes Against Humanity! No matter what "measures" Dr. Bonnie Hitler

"eases"; the masks are staying - indeWnitely! Everyone involved in this criminal violation of our "human rights" are the poorest excuses for

human beings that has ever existed and need to be removed from whatever high and lofty position they occupy - permanently!
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Randy, don't worry, omicron with the help of the protests around the world will end the masks and the mandates. Denmark, which

last day 1 eliminated all the restrictions imposed by the fourth wave of coronavirus, considering its authorities that the omicron

variant does not imply a "danger" for its health or its inhabitants. Since this last Tuesday it is no longer mandatory for Danes to

wear masks indoors, restrictions on restaurants, cultural and social life have disappeared and nightclubs reopen. In Italy, the

Council of Ministers last Monday approved that from February 11 it will be possible to be outdoors again without a mask, thus

repealing the rule introduced before the Christmas holidays.

Wearing a mask on the street is no longer mandatory in France since last Wednesday. You must continue to wear a mask outside

when you cannot keep a meter away from other people. In Germany it is mandatory to wear a mask “in all places where people are

in close contact” although each region can order speciWc measures. Germany will lift most coronavirus restrictions in March, but

will leave the mask indoors Last week, the Government withdrew most restrictions to minimize contagion in England. Masks have

become optional both indoors and outdoors and proof of vaccination or a negative test is no longer required at the entrance of

large events.

The Spanish Council of Ministers has eliminated the mandatory nature of masks outdoors in Spain. The mandatory use of masks

in the Netherlands currently applies only to closed spaces accessible to the public, although they are recommended in crowded

outdoor areas, such as shopping streets. In Belgium, the use of a mask is not currently mandatory on public roads, but it is for

people over six years of age in public transport and indoor spaces, from hairdressers to museums, as well as in outdoor events
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Thanks for the input Gui; but you do not live in Canada (or; what used to be Canada). The masks are a symbol of control and these

criminals are not ready to relinquish that control. I can guarantee you that if/when all mandates are lifted, "they" will once again

come up with a new pathogen/variant, increase the "numbers" via the bogus PCR test and reinstate the mandates. Let's not forget

what covid is really about and where it's taking us.
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This just in, Gui. I rest my case. "Sally Otto, a member of B.C.’s independent COVID-19 modelling group and a professor at UBC,

agrees with B.C.’s more cautious approach." Remember that UBC makes money from every PWzer and Moderna injection! "Otto is

recommending a Canada-wide surveillance program be created to better track future surges and measure vaccine effectiveness."

The Great Reset, coming at us like a speeding freight train!

theprovince.com/news/local-news/covid-19-b-c-stands-Wrm-on-careful-ap..  - They will continue to dangle the carrot and move the

goalposts - mark my words!
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People have a hard time believing I have never worn a mask- ever! But I never have and never will. One store refused to let me

inside so the next time I wore my motorcycle helmet with the visor open and this actually satisWed there requirement! I knew the

scam was a farce long before that. When my wife was in the hospital, I donned a loose Wtting mask with a slit in it to gain entry and

wore nothing in all the rooms and halls for hours. Nobody ever questioned me and I certainly didnt look like the CEO. It takes guts

and nerves but it is more than worth it. Other people see someone not complying and the movement snowballs. We have to resist

in every way every time. Compliance is acceptance. Compliance is defeat. Compliance and silence promotes, enables, and furthers

their agenda. Resist in all ways at all times! There will be no second chances.
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love4health
Joined On 2/5/2010 11:22:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You are right on Randy. I live in Ontario and we aren't much better off. I go into many stores now though without the face napkin. If

you absolutely must wear a mask check out the site oxybowpro. Local Ontario company making masks that allow you to breathe. :)
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Mask on, mask off!" This is the continued ruse of the ever-changing bip bops with randomized rules coming from "authorities"

who really are not legal authorities at all (health departments, as ruled by a higher court saying that they have on constitutional

authority!) childrenshealthdefense.org/.../5th-Stay.pdf  This ruling has to be invoked and seeded around widely! But the good news

is that people are catching on. I have talked with grocery store clerks and even strangers who have said that "it is hard to know who

to trust because the rules keep on changing" and "how crazy that all the shops are closed!" etc.

People are getting fed up with this whole thing and are starting to wake up in droves. The mass mobs protesting world wide, the

trucking convoys are proof! I Wnd it heartening that ordinary people such as truckers are aware and thinking, and are very shrewdly

bexing their power muscles in the most strategic ways (trucking convoys). Fantastic! I really do believe there is hope. Oh and last

but not least, just let the authorities prove their tyranny.

Just let them freeze the bank accounts (I am NOT advocating for that, no way, but I am making a point). As their power-abusing

becomes abundantly clear, people will protest and then the tyrants will fall from power. I really believe this. “When I despair, I

remember that all through history the way of truth and love have always won. There have been tyrants and murderers, and for a

time, they can seem invincible, but in the end, they always fall. Think of it--always.” ― Mahatma Gandhi
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To all who replied...I deWnitely would not wear a mask, if I didn't absolutely have to. Where I live, in BC, all the brainwashed

Lemmings would start yelling and screaming, soon after I've entered the store; then the cashiers would chime in (and refuse any

"service"), the managers/security would get in on it and the cops would be called. I've lost track of the number of women who have

told me to pull the mask up over my nose! They are all living a paranoid delusion! The last thing I want, is to be hauled off to jail,

where the very Wrst thing they would do, would be to inject me with the nanobots! No way am I taking that chance.

I wear the muzzle below my nose and even lower, as much as I can get away with it. Meanwhile; you've got people smoking, right

outside the entrance doors - with their mask down, of course! We're living in a society that no longer makes any sense! If I could

Wnd even ten people who would be willing to go into a store with me, without a mask, I would certainly do it. The problem is; I can't

even Wnd one other person who would be willing to exercise that 'right'!
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Love4health; I will not pay $$$ to suffocate myself. Thanks for the idea though...I'm going to use a big needle to poke larger holes

in my mask. It was given to me at the local nutrition store (how ironic). I will still wear it as little as possible. Everyone; vaxxed or

unvaxxed; has to wear the muzzle indoors - and the zombie masses still don't see the insanity!
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Marago
Joined On 12/28/2020 9:29:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy, I have the same huge problem as you, friend. I like you and everyone else needs all my oxygen, and do not need to rebreathe

what I exhale.  I have never worn a mask, nor will I wear a mask. We know this is about power and control, not about health! I have

gotten dirty looks, but decided just to go in the store, get what I need and leave and not make eye contact. However, over time, I

changed my behavior and started smiling at people, and talking to customers in stores. The workers in stores especially the

workers have always been nice and usually pull their mask under their chin! I have been refused service at only a few places, and I

just walk away.

No problem. I will not live in fear, choose to live healthy, and stand on the courage of my convictions, my god-given rights, and

freedoms. I truly truly hope that as the mask mandates are lifted people will change their behaviors, but I know that mass

formation psychosis has set in. I live in a State where mask mandates will end 3/11/2022, however, this may not be well

publicized. So I have decided to start sharing this news with folks that I meet when I am out shopping.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Frankly, I believe the masks thing is a matter of liberty and a straining at gnats, swallowing camel thing, but men will use their free

will choice as they will. I remember vividly when I realized America had died & most were refusing to notice, swallowing the

revisionism whole as I once had. It was long before masks, but I gave serious thought to wearing a black armband w/a no long

welcome, crossed out King James Bible & Declaration of Independence upon it & an American bag with R.I.P. written across it

below. I still think that a much more apt expression of the truth of the times in which we live than masks or all the protests against

them. Ignoring the root as always, whacking away at the shoots & limbs. Straining at gnats. Swallowing camels.
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Kanadian45
Joined On 3/17/2021 8:48:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Last week I saw a lady in Freshco shopping without a mask. I didn’t realize it until she had walked by and was already in the next

isle. I got so excited that I went and told her how proud I was of her. When I got to the checkout and had my cart half emptied I

thought, ‘F this’ and immediately ripped that face diaper off. Damn that felt good!
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Kanadian; what city/area was that Freshco in?
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy, does Canada mandate the type of mask you wear or is it like here in the USA anything that covers your nose and mouth? If

it's like the USA, try women's stockings. They are super thin and are easy to breathe through.
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mikies
Joined On 7/18/2009 11:08:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The United States Government is "THE AXIS OF EVIL". All evil bows through the US Government, its institutions, its elites, its elected

o}cials, its intelligence and justice departments.
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correspondencecommitte
Joined On 12/24/2020 10:00:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

'Tyranny of the majority' is propaganda BS used by the elite few to debect from their tyranny over the masses; comparable to the 'mob

rule' deWned as democracy and denounced by constitutional founders of the U$ republic, modeled on Roman precedent, established by

American patricians with their coup behind locked doors in Philadelphia to centralize state power for the protection of their private

property and wealth and extend their own imperial ambitions. The Bill Of Rights was appended as a ploy for gaining ratiWcation for such

'federalism' from the majority, serving as false assurance - since civil rights are powerless without adequate economic equality - that their

struggles against British tyranny would not be replaced by the same on the home front.

The rest is history, that of class rule extending its corruption and ciminality into virtually every facet of social life, and as propaganda

means of molding majorities have only grown greater, from early on with industrial schooling throughout life with mass media, too many

Americans have fallen for the lies our masters tell us that we are free when everywhere we are in chains. Walk into any workplace and

Wnd there the very tyranny which suspends human liberty, wage slavery in place of chattel slavery to proWt owners of human labor. We the

people have long been living under illusion.

If Main Street capitalists now cry out (again) against Wall Street's corporate predators crushing their smaller businesses, perhaps it's too

late if they still deny their complicity in protecting the lies of class rule on a lesser scale. Where were champions of liberty as post-WWII

Pax/Pox Americana soaked the world in blood of common majorities 'over there' as well as internal colonies of poverty and racism here?

Were they too enslaved by creature comforts of consumerism to bother being citizens of the world as Thomas Paine called for? Waking

up to present evils includes accounting for the past.
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Jodee
Joined On 4/12/2008 7:28:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's not paranoia if they really are out to get you.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And so, vaccines may save us after all.  At least those of us who manage to avoid them.
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maxxon
Joined On 2/22/2016 3:30:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Every month I hear of old friends and acquaintances that passed. The common denominator is that they all got the "shot". None of

them had terminal diseases or even chronic issues that were fatal. They were just over 65. The age when Ezekiel Emmanuel, Rahm

Emmanuel's brother said people are no longer productive and should be euthanized to save healthcare costs. This was his

recommendation to the committee working on creating Obama Care. Look it up if you doubt me. This is the problem with liberals &

democRATS. They are all insane and belong in the ground themselves.
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So, we need Congress to repeal the Patriot Act and other dastardly legislation. Somehow, I don't think we can rely on the ones who

created the problems to Wx them.
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jjconstr
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Consider the core reason our country is in rapid decline. We have rejected God and his laws. A prime example is, "What God has put

together, let no man tear asunder." Well, he put love and procreation together. We tore it apart through sterilization, contraception,

over-use of natural methods and abortion. Are you aware that, before the Lambeth council of christian churches in the 1930's, all mainline

christian churches condemned contraception. Repent and be saved.
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ANd as revealed by the resident last night- he fully intends to appoint a Special Counsel to investigate "Medical Misinformation"! The

most horriWc thing I heard in that State of the Union Speech!
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qpd2934
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When are people going to realize that we lost our republic in 1861? The so-called Civil War was an attack by mercenaries on the nation. It

was never a declared war and was never declared to be over. We are a nation defeated in war. What is the UNITED STATES? it is a city

state run by the British Crown. It is a democracy. The organic state constitution where I live (on the land) guarantees me a republican

form of government. The city states of the world (District of Columbia, City of London, Vatican City) are democracies and rule through the

law of the sea, aka Uniform Commercial Code. Wake up, people. The book of Revelation tells us to "come out of her, My People." Who is

"She"? One clue is that she sits on many waters.

They've put your name in ALL UPPERCASE and assigned you a number--that's a vessel. That vessel is lost at sea and presumed dead,

therefore if you have to go to court the judge wears mourning robes. When you identify yourself he states, "the defendant has appeared."

Appeared? Like a ghost, maybe? You are considered a dead man and now the judge decides what to do with the vessel. Stop supporting

the occupation forces. Stop voting. Stop pretending that the so-called government is your friend and servant.
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qpd2934, you have stated what I've always wanted to but never knew how to start because the deception runs so deep. In just

scratching the surface I need to add this country became incorporated (a Corporation) into The CROWN OF ENGLAND in 1870. The

PTB like to masquerade as a Republic or Democracy but it is all maritime law with gold fringed bags.
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qpd2934, thank you! You explain this so well, more than I could do. I learned this only in the last two years and I know that most do

not know or understand what you have so well stated,
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It's not just democracy that's an illusion, it's also religion, and virtually everything you thought was the truth --- welcome to the real world

.... www.rolf-hefti.com/covid-19-coronavirus.html   But that's not the world people want. They want illusions, a fantasy and propaganda

world.
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Post 267 Democracy an illusion? In USA, England, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa -- the Capitalist (socio-political-economic

system based on private property rights and money by Anglo-Saxon freemason fascist faraohs who wanted to carve out convenient life

for THEMSELVES at the expense of Native peopes and Earth) countries -- you got that right! Penal colonies, corporations, ecploitation,

stealing Land, genocicde, bioweaponization (smallpox-infested blankets), drug dependencies (alcohol), scorched-Earth (deforestation,

slaughter of buffalo herds to near extinction), etc. from the get-go. Nuremberg 2022. Pray for Russia, for good people of Ukraine, and for

the World. Common People of Earth Unite!
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Excellent reporting. Spot on.
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The so-called Patriot Act, signed into law by George W. Bush, a globalist, should be called the Steal Your Freedom and Privacy Act. It

MUST be repealed. The Jan. 6 citizens who went to Washington to protest the steal by Biden have been held without bail and without

charges under inhumane conditions under the Patriot Act. The Democrats classify people who have "unacceptable ideas" as domestic

terrorists, just like Trudeau. It is absolutely outrageous!
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"Juliette Kayyem...suggested the Canadian regime ought to slash the truckers' tires, empty their gas tanks, arrest the drivers, move the

trucks, cancel their insurance, suspend their drivers' licenses and prohibit their recertiWcation in the future. In her own words, "I will not

run out of ways to make this hurt."5""   Oh, why waste time, ma'm. Just line them up and shoot 'em, soviet-style.
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Assange's capture may have been precipitated by controversy over Catalonia, but it's misleading, to say the least, to contextualize this as

why he was targeted, within the subtitled heading. Long before, Assange was already in the crosshairs of US imperialism with his (and

Manning's) exposure of its war crimes post-9/11. And later exposure of political corruption, and Killary Clinton, didn't endear him to ruling

elites, either.   Btw, here are some prescient words of Assange from the past:   "The world is not sliding, but galloping into a new

transnational dystopia.This development has not been properly recognized outside of national security circles.

It has been hidden by secrecy, complexity and scale. The internet, our greatest tool of emancipation, has been transformed into the most

dangerous facilitator of totalitarianism we have ever seen. The internet is a threat to human civilization.  These transformations have

come about silently, because those who know what is going on work in the global surveillance industry and have no incentives to speak

out.

Left to its own trajectory, within a few years, global civilization will be a postmodern surveillance dystopia, from which escape for all but

the most skilled individuals will be impossible. In fact, we may already be there.  While many writers have considered what the internet

means for global civilization, they are wrong. They are wrong because they do not have the sense of perspective that direct experience

brings. They are wrong because they have never met the enemy."
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... Few things are more dangerous than a political leader who convinces themselves that they are so benevolent and well-intentioned that

anything they do is inherently justiWed in light of their noble character and their enlightened ends ... This is pretty much an accurate

deWnition of the old "Divine Right of Kings." They are trying to nobly mandate these so-called vaccines. I'm glad I've been able to read on

Mercola.com and RFK's Children's Defence of the possible dangers. I'm so far unvaccinated in Texas. Hopefully Texas will continue to

show reason regarding mandates.
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The reason every country has a so-called "deep state" is because it's an international conspiracy to enslave the whole world. Rolling back

the draconian measures like the airport restrictions, and vaxx demands is barely scratching the surface of what needs to happen. They

aren't playing nice and they're trying to push the entire world into chaos, and they're going to get it unless people wake the eff up, tell the

truth about who is doing it, and how they've been up to this scheme for thousands of years on Earth. Telling the truth is the only solution.
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Sean66
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Buy gold and silver. Buy privacy coins Monero and Pirate chain. They are untraceable. Get your money out of the banks.
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You do understand that in the late 1800's Americans could and did hold gold as a form of currency? Do you remember also that the

U.S. government then just decided that American citizens could not hold gold currency. One day you could the next day, thanks to a

corrupt Congress, you could not. You were ordered to turn it in to the government via a complicit banking industry and the

government told you how much it decided gold was worth per ounce. And once you turned your gold in at the government

speciWed price you got a piece of useless paper. When all good little citizens turned in 99% of the gold the government then

decided the price of gold was far higher than they just paid you for yours and they raised it. The biggest government Wnancial

boondoggle in the history of the U.S.A. And now you can own gold again. Will the government change it's mind again ? COUNT ON

IT.
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Canada has been a custodian of human rights as long as people do not exercise them. I found that out in 1967
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And sadly the rest of non-liberal and non-communist Canadians found out last week. Democracy?? Not for quite a while now.
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Can we all aghree that there is absolutely nothing liberal aboput "Liberals". The perfect example of deceptive weaponing of language

resulting incognitive disonance. Totalitarians as "liberals, libertarians/true linerals as terrorists. The only way to break that is to stop

using their weaponized language. This is the underlying importance of not giving in to their demands to use their pronouns. I use that

example because it shows how severe the problem is, and how deeply engrained it already is in the public psyche, that that is where the

battleline is at currently. Take that bill Canada, the right NOT to be offended! Worse yet, you only need to be suspected that you will offend

someone in their estimation! It is ludricous.

I cannot think of anything that could be more anti-free speech. We've given them enough time and they have come up with a way to under

that principle. You can bet of they could they would make such a thing retroactive, going back over the last couple of decades to make

use of all that information Goggle and the "fusion centers" has been storehousing. Now go watch your Purge movie...and guess which

part you and your family will play.
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Most people do not understand that "political correctness" was the abolition of The First Amendment in America. Liberals have so

perverted the English language so that black is now white and white is hate speech. *** is gay and gay is far from happy. Men can

make believe they are women and use their facilities and even compete in their sports events knowing full well they will win. This

is not winning this is madness and nobody believes these male born organisms And the insanity goes on and on.
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I know, it seems pretty simplistic--but the Barter System seemed to work well for all concerned...for a very long time...
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Greenwald ascribes to the US government the power and inbuence to strangle WikiLeaks Wnancially. I think it goes much deeper than

that. Timing is telling. The War Logs were published before July 2010 to much rhetoric of treason. Nothing happened except Pvt Manning

was arrested because she was snitched out. She couldn't keep her mouth shut. In Aug. 2010 WikiLeaks published leaked documents
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was arrested because she was snitched out. She couldn't keep her mouth shut. In Aug. 2010 WikiLeaks published leaked documents

from one of the banks that bankrupted Iceland. The bank was nationalized and several execs went to jail. Not much in the news but Wall

Street execs noticed and shuddered. On 11/29/2010 Forbes published an interview with Assange. In it he stated that WikiLeaks had

documents from big businesses including the hard drive of the CEO of a big bank.

Time Mag speculated BofA. In the interview Assange stated that the documents were to be published in early 2011. He also said he

thought it would lead to the collapse of one or two big banks. Two days later Amazon canceled hosting services for WikiLeaks. By 4 days

all funding through PayPal, Visa, Mastercard, American Express and Western Union was canceled. 11 days later Sweden issued an arrest

warrant & the UK complied. While out on bail he was interviewed on 60 Minutes. The only time he showed nervousness was when the

host asked about those business documents. He gave an evasive answer.

In mid 2011 he was at a public forum in London that I saw on TV. One of the audience members asked about the documents. Assange,

uncomfortably said he was not at liberty to discuss them & that the audience could imagine why. I imagine that he & his family were

threatened & he responded with the fact that if he or any of his family were harmed in any way even "accidentally" that the documents

would be published. Stalemate at least temporarily. I also imagine that the "asylum" in the Ecuadorian Embassy was arranged to protect

Assange. Not just from UK arrest & extradition but so that no loose cannon "patriot" would take revenge privately,
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Assange remained in the embassy for more than 5 years. He was granted Ecuadorian citizenship. His life was monitored &

controlled to one extent or another. In 2017 he was, as an Ecuadorian citizen, illegaly kicked out into the waiting arms of the

Bobbies. Here again timing is telling. The statute of limitations of any Wnancial crimes that would have been revealed in the

unpublished documents had expired. The HOUR that he was taken into custody by the UK the IMF released a $4.5 billion loan to

Ecuador. All the Wnancial institutions involved in this narrative are independent of any government's direct control. They can do

pretty much what is in the interests of the corporations & the executives.

Iceland prosecuted a local Visa provider for illegally refusing service to WikiLeaks and won. Much too late of course. At least little

Iceland shows the courage to enforce the law. No Wnancial institution or executive from the US or EU has been even prosecuted let

alone convicted of the massive Wnancial crimes perpetrated on the world 2007-2008 and still today. Assange and WikiLeaks, like

Toto, was going to pull aside the curtain. All legal restraints had to be violated to stop that from happening. All assertions that I

have written here are easily conWrmed on the internet.

Behind the "Deep State" lies an even deeper power inbuencing the actions of Western governments. That deeper power that

Catherine Austin Fitts calls "Mr. Global" and I call the billionaire class, the .00001%, are pathological narcissists. Their desire is to

control the 99% and all their assets and countries. The greatest fear of the .00001% is that the 99% will awaken and take back their

power ala the Freedom Convoy. All such demonstrations must be quashed and if possible made illegal. The 99% can take back

their power simply by not cooperating ala the West Coast General Strike of 1934.
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Among the requirements of the IMF loan were austerity measures. Government expenditures on health care was reduced 2/3. Gas,

water phone, gasoline and electricity charges were increased. Government employees were Wred. Infrastructure building which had

been proliWc previously was halted. The Cuban doctors, of which there were many in Ecuador, were ejected. How ironic since just 2

years later, at the beginning of the plandemic, fotos of corpses on the streets of Guayaquil were used to frighten the world. Those

corpses were there because the governments Wnancial hands had been tied and the funeral parlors would not take them for fear of

losing paying customers.

This I know because I live in Ecuador. These measures caused the economy to decline even before the plandemic. The reason is

simple. The bankster .00001% can make almost inWnite amounts of money with key strokes. No amount of key strokes can create

more land, resources or labor, true wealth. For that true wealth to be available to the .00001%, the 99% and their nations must be

impoverished and desperate. Mr. Global's power can be seen by looking at all the countries that are sanctioned: Iran, Cuba,

Venezuela, North Korea, Russia, Syria, China. They all have independent central banks, publicly owned unlike the FED or Bank of

England.

The last to leave that club were Libya, Iraq, Ukraine and Afghanistan. Most have government owned oil Welds which in the

Petrodollar world is like a central bank. Biden in his State of the Union Address said he was going to Wght inbation. He released

some oil from the national reserve. If he really wanted to Wght inbation, he would remove sanctions against Iran, Russia and

Venezuela. The world oil price would plunge. Those sanctions are enforced by bankster controlled institutions like BIS & SWIFT

where dollars are exchanged for other currencies. Banksters do what beneWts banksters not the 99%.
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Democracy is an illusion and tyrants have taken over. The solution? Use the Democratic process and petition our tyrants to overturn the

Patriot Act and Pandemic Powers. Great idea! I'm sure the oligarchs will gladly give all their powers away if we ask nicely--and don't get

called Domestic terrorists.
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It is hard to overturn a law but it is not impossible, but Wrst we have to have representatives who are willing to do it. MMC88121
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"Once expression gets placed in a straitjacket of o}cial truth, then the madness that occurs in all totalitarian states is obtained. Life, in

private and public, becomes a meaningless charade where delusion thrives and terror rules." Philip Atkinson (December 17, 2002) See: A

Study Of Our Decline (10/5/2016)
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We have to have the GOP grow some real kahoonas going forward. This S has to END and restore the real power of "we the people" Tired

of all their simple huff and puff rhetoric with little substance
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Political tyranny is the historic residue of all forms of Representative Democracy. Representative democracy represents a myth. A myth

that "elected" dictators somehow hold civilian interests above those that have funded their political campaigns and the corporate

racketeering which supports the tenure of pawns. Representative democracy makes a mockery of freedom. Don't pay ANY attention to

the results. Just vote. The majority of "free" Nations are living in complete denial, and the myth is well maintained by those that have the

most to lose. If the civilian public wished to end the tyranny of the State, they would repeal the rules and imprison the rulers.

Direct Democracy is the only rational method of governance. > When rules fail within an economic system, it is time to change the rules...

Direct democracy should be supported by civilian organizations wherein members are chosen by lot (Sortition). This would provide real

solutions to our failed "representative" democracies. Switzerland's governance is based on Direct Democracy, and it works extremely

well… > Please refer to complete text: en.wikipedia.org/.../Direct_democracy  Also see: Sortition - Wikipedia >

en.wikipedia.org/.../Sortition
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The word that comes to mind reading this headline is 'what comes out of a bull', & no mistake that the primary face of that fallen cherub,

comparing Ezekiel 1&10; Revelation 4, is that of the calf, the BULL. That corrupt stuff coming out of man always tries to boat to the top&

to reign over all else by hook or by crook.  We never had a democracy here in the US,& democracy failed w/ ancient Laodicea& the Greeks,

as Republicanism failed in Rome: both for the same reason: human corruptibility& self-destructive lawlessness. What was established in

America was a Democratic Republic by historically& biblically literate people who understood that,& who sought to circumvent the

extremes& follies of both human systems which degrade to mob rule & to tyranny.

Who recognized the tyrannical& corrupt Babylonian order of corrupt statecraft& corrupt witchcraft working together against the bock, the

old pyramidal order of tyranny& illegitimate authority. False shepherds. When it puts on its sanctimonious air& presents its whitewashed

exterior, men w/o wisdom& diligence, w/o knowledge of God's written will& testament evidenced by all truth w/o & within, are easily

deceived.   Those presuming to superiority& lawlessness, those deceitful& crafty, however, are never content w/ allowing their brother to

live freely if they can connive& craft a way by direct force, or seductive cunning& battery, to rise as a minority& 'manage' all according to

their presumed 'superior' wisdom, crafting some urgent need excusing violation of their brother's conscientious right before God,

following the spirit& master they serve.

They will not reason in the light, but seek to impose by brute force, or through seduction, rape,& theft: refusing to allow any honest, open

discussion in the light& 'unmanaged' about legitimate& illegitimate authority w/ their distinctions. Even as the 'new' & 'improved'

perversions erase the distinctions of Christ & antichrist,& any related doctrine. Ezekiel 32&33 KJB
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"Israel owned Congress... and rightfully - President Donald J. Trump www.bitchute.com/.../lVpXushJXUYJ
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Everyone listening and awake, may notice freezing bank accounts, Wnancial restraints, internet posting sites and communication

blackouts that Glenn Greenwald is discussing about private citizens, is being used by govts across the EU and US, to attempt to "punish

Russia" for walking into Ukraine. Similar techniques have been in play since 2001 or even earlier. Somehow, these same Wnancial and

communications war tactics are perfectly Wne against individuals? peaceful protestors?
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On 26 February 2021, the European Commission, France, Germany, Italy, the UK, Canada and the US released a coordinated

statement condemning the Russian invasion of Ukraine and committing to further restrictive measures. In the link the 5 measures.

www.whitehouse.gov/brieWng-room/statements-releases/2022/02/26/joint-..

 www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=71fdf8cc-6f28-4294-be60-466dfa1..  .  The US measures against Moscow include

blocking the operations of two powerful state-owned Wnancial institutions: the Russian Development Bank (Vnesheconombank or

VEB) and the Military Bank (Promsvyazbank).

Their assets in the United States are frozen, American citizens are prohibited from doing business with them, and their access to

the dollar is closed. The US president has also promised to cut off “sovereign debt Wnancing channels”. "That means we have cut

off the Russian government from Western Wnance," he said. "You can no longer get money from the West and you can't trade your

new debt either in our markets or in the European ones." Finally, he has warned that targeted actions have been designed against

Wve prominent oligarchs, members of "the elites of Russian society and their families."

elpais.com/internacional/2022-02-22/la-ue-se-dispone-a-asestar-el-prim..  .

www.reuters.com/markets/stocks/russia-facing-new-sanctions-after-putin..  WILL UKRAINE SEE THE LIGHT, RESTORE ITS

SOVEREIGNTY. NEGOTIATIONS ARE THE SOLUTION www.globalresearch.ca/will-ukraine-see-the-light-restore-its-sovereign..

 (03/01/2022)
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Rrealrose, that is why I have been writing vociferously all along about civil liberties. People were not interested until now when they

themselves are affected, or see others affected. By then the train has left the station. Awake, aware? It is beyond high time for the

people to wake up! My prediction is that because of the wrongs and the tyranny coming to light, that there will be increasing

peaceful mass protests, lawsuits, etc and that the power mongers can fall down. We outnumber them billions to one, why should

the masses bow?
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HI Gui and Mirandola, Some stems from crazy, intense reliance on digital communications and auto-bill pay, online purchases and

wire transfers. Other aspects have to do with determining that American or Canadian citizens are now enemies of the state

(unilateral decision on the part of govt representatives). Suspect quite a few politicians currently in power who fail to see this

difference or take corrective action against this structural issue may not be in power. In the US, many representatives plan to retire

by year end. Winds of change will continue to blow, look around the edges of what is being reported. Here's an example: Some

Russian soldiers are surrendering in Ukraine, they do not want to Wght -

www.nytimes.com/2022/03/01/world/europe/russia-troops-pentagon.html
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The globalist puppets in this country and in Kanada were all ready for one more ride on the Covidian merry-go-round, including mandatory

vaccination of infants, permanent mask mandates, incarceration of the unvaccinated or government chaperones to accompany them

when they were let out, and this was to be followed perhaps by the permanent institution of dictatorship and the unleashing of some new

"crisis" requiring tyrannical rule, whether global warming or another Chicom disease. The utter failure of their jabs and mandates on the

one hand, and the brave resistance arising in of all places the best-behaved country in the world, made them stop, and even back up a bit.

We must be under no illusion that they are reversing course.

Lenin and Hitler and Stalin and Mao all changed courses for a time, only to return with new and worse oppressions and exactions. It is

clear that the globalist- and Chicom-controlled governments now in power in the so-called English-speaking democracies must be

removed, particularly in the dying First American Republic and in Kanada, and the satanic coalition now imposing the Coudenhove-Kalergi

Plan on the world must be utterly dismantled and destroyed. Turdeau is severely embarrassed and politically weakened, and the regime

of Crack Pipe Joe is moribund and propped up only by bayonets; free Canadians and Americans must not let up for a moment until they

fall and bee or are put on trial.
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“Let me assert my Wrm belief that the only thing we have to fear is fear itself.” Franklin D. Roosevelt 4th March 1933 Paul Sachs read and

then re-read the pathology report with a growing sense of disbelief followed swiftly by a sinking feeling of dread; a ditty from his

childhood nursery rhymes started churning in his head: “By the pricking of my thumbs, something evil this way comes.” Fearfulness

began to cloud his mind, even though this had been foreseen, when it actually happened it was shocking. He reached for his mobile and

rang the lab technician who had done the test; he Written 2005. I really don't know what to say except the Great Reset. Love to all. x
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jjautomotivelockzoomtown
Joined On 12/31/2021 9:45:00 PM
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Many emotions running through me after all this information. It Wgures that Juliette Kayyem was under obama, she sounds like a real

winner, especially with that statement she made. He's saying the corruption started a decade ago. That would be about right, cause it

truly started with obama. I have always wanted to get the real truth of how everything changed when he crawled out from under whatever

rock he was hiding under. How did all of DC bow to him? How did all the media start lying, sensationalizing, ignoring critical truth etc? At

the time, I thought to 'run into' John Boehner (he lives 3-5 miles from me) and ask HIM what happened, but I've never seen him since he

quit.

American politicians pressured Big Tech....Democrats, not ALL politicians. I remember the Wrst time I heard the term 'domestic terrorist'.

It came out of Harry Reid's mouth, referring to the Tea Party as domestic terrorists. I never liked him anyway, but that was the icing on the

cake. I was furious. Just cause they wanted them to rule by the constitution, that made them a terrorist? Juliette Kayyem sounds like one

though. On the other hand, I felt the same way about WikiLeaks. I wasn't allowing them 1st Amendment rights. Bradley Manning was in

the military, and he took an oath, (just like our politicians?), so he should not have been sharing any military information with WikiLeaks.

I wasn't upset with the patriot act when it was explained to me. If they heard 'terrorist activity' talk, they knew to look at you. I always

thought, listen away, and enjoy instructions for how to... make peanut butter fudge, cause that's what you're gonna hear on MY telephone.

It's the way I feel about people not wanting to be forced to do a pop urine test at work, I wasn't thinking they want privacy, they don't want

to get caught on drugs...at work. And thank you all for listening (reading) while I blow off steam from the latest illegal attacks on us.
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Go watch Obama's speech at the Dem 2004 nominating convention, He "didn't' crawl out from under a rock". He did have a gift for

inspiring rhetoric at a time when all liberals were susceptible to the rah-rah USA Constitution rhetoric from "Founding Privileged

White Male" Tom Jefferson (the one who had children with a black common-law wife, Sally Hemmings).  Now that USA is all

TRIBAL now, FORGET the rhetoric. Everybody is out for themselves now in the face of Leftist Dem politics, everything from

pol-correctness to crit race theory...a Dem named McAuliffe in Virginia recently told residents there that "parents don't have the

right to tell the State how to educate their children".

After he said that, I knew he was cooked as a re-run governor. He lost.  As for Boehner, he was a straight talker. Straight talkers

don't last long in Congress these days, despite the high salary as House Speaker. The job becomes an "echo chamber". The US

democratic experiment is OVER. That's why there's so many prepper comments on this site. As for Bradley-Chelsea Manning:

Victor Hanson, a Hillsdale College speaker-author, says most of the generals in the US military are now WOKE...God help us.
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Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These people are sadists. Notice how they sacriWce their staunchest sycophants? For instance--in America--the Blue Cities. Full of

Democrat voters who get brutalized for voting "right."
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Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It must have been around 12 years I remember looking for a particular video about the towers coming down on 9/11 by controlled

Demolition and I realized it had been "taken down" from YouTube. It's not super uncommon for anyone to take down a particular video so I

didn't think much of it. Then when I started looking for anything that might be similiar to that there was nothing to be found, like anything

from that particular angle on the subject had been scrubbed clean. I just kind of shrugged and went on with things, it wasn't really that

important to me anyway. But I knew it was censorship. And then when anything contrary to the public narrative started coming down

about covid-19 I deWnitely got some deja vu!
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brianallen1
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Try to Wnd the documentary "In Plane Sight" You will be astounded.
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Look on Odysee, Bitchute, Rumble, Brighteon.
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Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM
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https://www.ae911truth.org    Architects and Engineers for 911 Truth is still here and working, with new info and legal activity.
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Ronald_H
Joined On 7/10/2010 1:38:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm proudly an extremist. High performance at my work is extreme. Winning bicycle races is extreme. Even being in a bicycle race and

coming in last is extreme and much more physical endurance capability than the average person. I also call myself a conspiracy theorist.

The advantage of that is no one can dissuade me from saying what I think by calling me a name. World history of thousands of years of

hundreds of nations is a chronology of conspiracies, so it backWres on the name caller when I point out that their theory is all across the

world among nations that speak different languages and even have poor relations with other all conspiracy has suddenly stopped and

become nonexistent.

Then I say they are actually the conspiracy theorist to be proposing that! Theory is an integral part of the scientiWc method which is vastly

different and opposite in every way from their faith in essentially their religion of "consensus science," an oxymoron and idolatry.

RonaldHLevine4548@yahoo.com
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Oops, my error so I cannot blame any other source if the following did not show-up the Wrst time. To Ruby the Canuck - Yes, many in

Ottawa wanted the police to handle the Trucking protest beyond the Wrst weekend. One weekend, both in Toronto & all provinces, at least

for me, proved their point. It is a choice, with only 10% of truckers not being vaxed. Mandates do not go over well, as seen during these

protests. Now when gas is not only expensive but supplies are limited or is this fake news? At least Trudeau (whether he is your choice or

not) did not get a bullet in his head, as some wanted or out west an RCMP wasn't murdered, as wished for by a few.

The Parliament building wasn't stormed but the War Memorial was treated as a dog would use a tree or post to relieve its self.  This isn't

any way to protest.  So many issues that the US hasn't heard or maybe does not want to. As for the suggestion to place pantyhose over

the face in place of a mask - not a great idea - you may be looked at as someone wishing to hold-up whatever place you are entering. For

me, my choice, a medical mask. I have saved so much on lip balm but hiking, mask free. Bonus = no colds! BE SAFE TO ALL no matter

what path you choose.
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DawnieR
Joined On 5/19/2021 9:38:50 AM
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So-called 'democracy' is PURE EVIL!! 'Democracy' is Two Wolves and A Sheep deciding what is for dinner. The Two Wolves went to sleep

with FULL STOMACHS!! 'Democracy' = MOB RULES!
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And the mobs today are governments with their armed forces and police departments to protect them from the people they are

brutalizing on a daily basis. Sometimes there IS only one solution. The same one the Founders and their colonist supporters were

forced to use.
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chuxtuff
Joined On 5/22/2016 12:00:58 PM
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Trudeau had to back off otherwise their banks would start failing...
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Interesting concept. Im not agreeing or disagreeing. I guess a lot of people disagree because you're way down at the bottom.

However, if you are wrong, why are more than half the countries around the world putting sanctions on Russia right now? Money

talks, bull$h!t walks! I think you're on to something. I know Im pulling money out as we speak. I will have a small checking account

to deal with direct deposits and such. Im also killing a lot of my money squandering accounts that are nothing but a drain on my

savings and offer very little in return for quality of life. When more people start doing this these woke idiots like Trudeau will get

voted out of o}ce.
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Assange is not a saint. He has nice connections with the regime of Russia.sethhettena.com/.../julian-assanges-russian-connection
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Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM
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@Karolina99, So...you interact only with saints ? Are you a saint ? If so, yours is a lonely life, for your only company is a mirror.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Saints are deWned by scripture: saved sinners in Christ: Christ all & in all.  Scripture is the mirror showing all men what they truly

are, & apart from Christ & his righteousness: there ain't no saints. Just idolatrous crafts of men to use to their ends (that's why they

wait until they're dead & their histories can be revised; when they can't speak for themselves & show their common fallen humanity

: -).
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BEING A CANADIAN, I STILL HAVE THE RIGHT TO PROTEST BUT WITHIN THE LAW, FREEDOM OF SPEECH, THE RIGHT TO VOTE AND
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BEING A CANADIAN, I STILL HAVE THE RIGHT TO PROTEST BUT WITHIN THE LAW, FREEDOM OF SPEECH, THE RIGHT TO VOTE AND

HOW I WANT TO, DURING THE TRUCKERS' PROTEST, AND WITH ONLY 10% OF THE TRUCKERS NOT BEING VAXED, WAS ABLE TO

PURCHASE FOOD, AND MAKE ALL CHOICES I WANTED. IF I WASN'T VAXED, WAS STILL ALLOWED TO ENTER MANY PLACES WHILE

WEARING A MASK. THIS SO-CALLED NEW WORLD THAT IS CHANGING, IS NOT JUST ABOUT ME, IT IS ABOUT EVERYONE. SURE GLAD I

LIVE IN A COUNTRY THAT DOESN'T CONSIDERING OWNING A GUN A PRIORITY BY OUR FOUNDERS. CANADIANS ARE CONCERNED

WITH THE INCREASE IN SOME CITIES FACING GUN VIOLENCE OF WEAPONS THAT ARE SOLD WITHOUT LEGAL AUTHORITY VIA THE

USA.

WITH THE THOUGHT OF WHAT HAPPENED IN THE SANDY HOOK SCHOOL, WHO NEEDS AN ASSAULT RIFLE OR ANY WEAPON? THE

WORLD IS WATCHING UKRAINE AND RIGHT NOW IT SHOULD MAKE US REALIZE HOW BOTH OUR COUNTRIES DO HAVE FREEDOM.

THINGS CHANGE AND POLITICS CAN BE A DIRTY BUSINESS AND WE MUST RELY ON THE HEALTHCARE INDUSTRY TO DO THE RIGHT

THING, JUST AS DOCTORS SHOULD DO NO HARM. WHEN I SEE HOW SOME OF THE UNITED STATES SENATORS ACT (AND YES OURS

AS WELL) IT REMINDS ME OF KIDS PLAYING IN THE SCHOOL YARD. I ALSO APPRECIATE THAT PEOPLE CAN SPEAK THEIR MIND BUT

AND THAT IS ONE WAY OF MAKING CHANGE. TO KEEP THE PEACE & KEEP EVERYONE SAFE DURING A PROTEST SOMETIMES TAKES

STRONGER MEASURES.

DO YOU THINK THAT OUR VETERANS WERE PLEASED WITH THOSE THAT PROTESTED USING THE BELOVED WAR MEMORIAL IN

OTTAWA AS A BATHROOM? OUR VETERANS, LIKE YOURS, THE PEOPLE THAT GAVE US THE FREEDOM THAT TODAY WE ENJOY WOULD

APPROVE OF SUCH ACTIONS? I PRAY FOR ALL BECAUSE THE WORLD NEEDS IT, BUT WE MUST STOP THIS HATRED OF THOSE THAT

VOTE ONE WAY, BELIEVE IN ONE WAY, ARE RACIST, BELIEVE THAT ANYTHING A POLITICAL LEADER DOES IS AGAINST ALL FREEDOMS.

THE PEOPLE OF RUSSIA HAVE NO SPECIAL FREEDOMS. GUESS NO ADULT DOESN'T WANT TO BE TOLD WHAT TO DO. WE SHOULD

HAVE CHOICES BUT SOMETIMES THOSE CAN BE WRONG. ILIFE IS DIFFICULT!
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DawnieR
Joined On 5/19/2021 9:38:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You're severely brain-washed, and quite delusional (both a Mental Illness).  'Our Troops' (no matter the country) DID NOT 'give us'

our Freedoms. MOST of what you spewed is WRONG (because of BRAIN-WASHING; Social Engineering). Your thinking (in this

case, LACK THEREOF) is completely twisted and warped!
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kfa6931
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One can make a home made pipe bomb and throw it through a school window. You are very naïve. An armed society is a polite

society. If you believe banning guns will make us safer, well, you are wrong. Only the criminals and tyrannical governments will own

guns. And society will be lost.  Thank God I live in the USA where we have the three branches of power and separation of federal

and state government. I carry a gun, I own guns and have most of my adult life. Never shot anyone, never used it against anyone.

But I will defend myself from criminals AND tyrants. And that my friend is what the US Constitution and Bill of Rights has done for

us. Our government has lost it's way, and it is becoming more authoritarian as the days pass. I see the writing on the wall.. as do

many real Americans. There will be a Wght, and its not going to be pretty. We will NOT go down easy.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WOW! Where do I start here? There's like a million things you have wrong here! I think your best bet is to seek a mental health

professional. I will answer this question since I Wt into the "military veteran" category: "DO YOU THINK THAT OUR VETERANS WERE

PLEASED WITH THOSE THAT PROTESTED USING THE BELOVED WAR MEMORIAL IN OTTAWA AS A BATHROOM? OUR VETERANS,

LIKE YOURS, THE PEOPLE THAT GAVE US THE FREEDOM THAT TODAY WE ENJOY WOULD APPROVE OF SUCH ACTIONS?

"................Yes, I am very pleased! Since Trudeau didn't see Wt to offer outdoor chemical toilets for this crowd, it was very

appropriate for the memorial to get DUMPED ON! Of course, Trudeau overlooked that just like he always overlooks the

consequences of his actions or mental incompetence.

For every action there's an equal and opposite reaction. His stance and disrespect for those who don't agree with him will cost him.

People that serve him via the military will protest by putting down their Wrearms and puncturing holes in their military vehicle fuel

tanks just like the military personnel under Vladimer Putin are doing in Ukraine.

People stand up for freedom and they will die for freedom. People won't stand up, defend, and die for tyranny. Trudeau, just like

Putin stand for Tyranny. Biden is dangerously close to being in the same camp as Trudeau and Putin! The U.S. Army has seen its

biggest departure and fewest new enlistments since WW2 under Joe Biden! When Biden encouraged Trudeau to take FORCEFUL

action against the PEACEFUL protesters it put a bad taste in a lot of US veterans and truck drivers' mouths. No one is willing to die

for COMMUNISM/MARXISM!
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brianallen1
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You mean Sandy HOAX? The school that had been CLOSED for 2 1/2 years?
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